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Rock fall is a common hazard in open pit mines causing safety concerns for workers, 
transportation routes and may adversely affect mine production.  To reduce and mitigate rock fall 
hazards, a benched slope design is normally used and, occasionally, additional mitigation may be 
necessary in areas with excessive rock fall hazards.  Newmont’s Boddington Gold Mine in 
Australia is experiencing substantial rock fall in the south portion of their open pit mine due to 
rock damage from blasting resulting in highly fractured wall rock.  This has increased the 
volume of rock fall experienced in the mine, and the rock fall has caused accumulation of debris 
on benches and crest loss, reduced bench width, in some parts of the mine by as much as 40 
percent.  The loss of bench width has reduced the effectiveness of the benches for rock fall 
mitigation and allowed rock fall to travel much farther down slope than desired for safety.  
Because of these conditions, there is a 20 meter exclusion zone near the rock walls in the mine, 
reducing production and impairing safety conditions.   
The mine is currently mitigating the rock fall by draped mesh, spot bolts, cable lashing 
and benches originally excavated at 8 meters in width.  As the open pit is deepened, a more 
permanent rock fall mitigation method is desired.  Newmont proposed several modified bench 
designs to be evaluated.  The new bench designs were evaluated by modeling rock fall on the 
existing and proposed bench designs using the Colorado Rock Fall Simulation Program (CRSP) 
and RocFall.  Newmont provided rock fall data for modeling that included the normal coefficient 
of restitution and rock fall video from the open pit.  Rock fall kinetic energies, bounce heights 
and velocities on existing benches and proposed benches were examined on five cross-sections 
from the open pit to assess which bench design had the most efficient rock fall mitigation.  The 
importance of testing the normal coefficient of restitution and use of rock fall video for rock fall 
modeling were also examined, as well as the slope steepness versus rock fall run out with the 
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Rock fall is a common hazard in open pit mines causing safety concerns for workers, 
transportation routes and may adversely affect mine production.  To reduce and mitigate rock fall 
hazards, a benched slope design is normally used and, occasionally, additional mitigation may be 
necessary in areas with excessive rock fall hazards.  Rock characteristics and blast design have a 
strong influence on the condition and stability of the resulting benches.   
Newmont’s Boddington Gold Mine in Australia is experiencing substantial rock fall in 
the south portion of their open pit mine.  The open pit exposes very hard diorite that has required 
larger than normal charges to be used for blasting.  Because of these blasting issues, there has 
been blast damage to the slope walls resulting in highly fractured wall rock.  This has increased 
the volume of rock fall experienced in the mine, and the rock fall has caused accumulation of 
debris on benches and causing crest loss, reduced bench width, in some parts of the mine by as 
much as 40 percent.  The loss of bench width has reduced the effectiveness of the benches for 
rock fall mitigation and allowed rock fall to travel much farther down slope than desired for 
safety.  Because of these conditions, there is a 20 meter exclusion zone near the rock walls in the 
mine, reducing production and impairing safety conditions. 
The open pit is approximately 200 meters deep with plans to deepen the mine to 700 
meters.  As the mine is deepened and more benches deteriorate, the rock fall hazard is likely to 
increase.  The mine is currently mitigating the rock fall with draped mesh, spot bolts, cable 
lashing and benches originally excavated at 8 meters in width and 24 meters high.  As the open 
pit is deepened, a more permanent rock fall mitigation method is desired.  Newmont proposed 








PURPOSE AND SCOPE 
 
The purpose of this research was to assess the effectiveness of the proposed bench 
designs to reduce the 20 meter exclusion zone in the south portion of the Boddington Mine open 
pit as the mine is deepened from 200 to 700 meters.  Two-dimensional rock fall modeling using 
the Colorado Rockfall Simulation Program (CRSP) version 4.0 and Rocscience RocFall version 
4.0 was used for the assessment.  Additional rock fall mitigation was analyzed based on the rock 
fall modeling results of proposed bench effectiveness.   
The scope of this project includes: 
1. Rock fall model calibration.  Five cross-sections in the area of concern in the southern 
portion of the open pit where high bench deterioration from blasting has occurred were 
selected for modeling.  The input parameters for each program were estimated from site 
data collected and were confirmed by calibration of the rock fall models to site conditions 
and rock fall video provided by the mining company. 
 
2. Five representative cross-sections were modeled with the addition of the proposed bench 
designs.  Rock fall run out distances and trajectories, as well as kinetic energies, 
velocities and bounce heights were calculated at each bench edge in the cross-section.  
These rock fall modeling results were used to evaluate rock fall behavior and the rock fall 
mitigation effectiveness of each proposed bench design. 
 
3. Assessment of the most effective bench design was selected from those proposed by 
Newmont that falls within the design constraints and economic goals of the open pit 
mine.  The chosen bench design was modeled with a 40 percent reduced bench width to 
simulate bench loss from blasting.  Rock fall end points and trajectories, as well as 
kinetic energies, velocities and bounce heights were calculated at each bench edge in the 
cross-section to evaluate bench effectiveness.  The use of additional rock fall mitigation 




4. Analysis of the normal coefficient test and its value for assessing the normal coefficient 
used in rock fall modeling and the importance of multiple rock fall videos for model 
























3.1 Rock Fall Hazard at the Mine 
The Boddington Gold Mine is located in southwestern Australia.  The south open pit 
exposes very hard diorite with unconfined compressive strengths of 200 MPa and healed 
fractures.  The healed fractures opened as a result of blasting and left the benches highly 
fractured and subject to crest loss resulting in reduced bench width and capacity.  Because of the 
increased rock fall and decreased bench catchment, a 20 meter exclusion zone has been 
implemented near the toe wall due to rock fall run out distances reaching as much as 30 meters. 
This is observed in the histogram of number of rock fall events and their distances from the toe 
wall (Figure 3.1).  A maximum of 15 rock fall events have been recorded in one month at 
Boddington with a current average of 4 to 8 events a month (Figure 3.2).   Examination of video 
recordings indicated that rock fall is generally characterized by rolling rocks with negligible 
bounce heights. 
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Figure 3.2.  Monthly cumulative reported rock fall at Boddington (Newmont, 2013). 
3.2 Proposed Bench Designs 
Currently, the geotechnical group at the mine is addressing rock fall hazards with mesh, 
spot bolts and cable lashing. The current bench design is 8 meters wide and 24 meters high 
(double bench configuration) (Figure 3.3).  However, because of blasting damage, over time 
these bench widths have been reduced by almost 40 percent, reducing the catch bench capacity 
for rock fall.   Newmont is proposing seven bench designs with an increase in bench width up to 
16.4 meters and a bench height of 24 to 36 meters.  Benches were designed with the 
consideration of keeping the same inter-ramp angle (IRA) of 59 degrees for the open pit due to 
economic and deposit extraction goals.  Figure 3.4 provides an example of one of the proposed 
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Figure 3.3. Current bench design.  Each bench is 24 meters high (double bench) with an 8 meter 
bench width and 59°IRA.  Not to scale. (Newmont, 2013). 
 
Figure 3.4. Proposed bench design with an increase in bench height from 24 to 36 meters (triple 




3.3 Rock Fall Modeling Programs 
 Rock fall modeling was used to assess the rock fall mitigation effectiveness of each 
bench design when added to the slope.  Each program will calculate the rock fall kinetic 
energies, velocities and bounce heights on the slope.  For each program, there are rock input 
parameters and slope material input parameters.  Each program’s input parameters vary based on 
the program’s algorithm for rock fall calculations. The following discussion addresses the rock 
and slope parameters required for each program.   
3.3.1 CRSP 
 CRSP simulates rocks falling, bounding and rolling down a slope, predicts the energy, 
speed and bounce height and can be used for locating and designing rock fall mitigation.  The 
model takes into account slope profile, rebound and friction characteristics of the slope and 
rotational energy of the rocks (Jones et al., 2000). 
Rock input parameters: 
1) Rock density 
2) Rock diameter, or length and height, depending on the shape chosen.   
3) Rock shape.  There are three shape options: sphere, discoidal and cylindrical.   
4) Number of rocks to roll. 
5) Initial location for rock fall. 
6) Initial velocity in x and y direction for rocks.  If the rock is starting from rest, the default 
initial velocity for x and y is applied (0.3 m/s and -0.3 m/s, respectively). 
Slope input parameters: 
1) Slope cross-section.  The slope can be split into sections for different slope properties. 
 
2) Coefficients of Restitution.  Coefficient values affect rock fall behavior by determining 
the amount of energy absorbed during impact.  Figure 3.5 illustrates the effects of the 
normal and tangential coefficient of restitution on the velocity of the rolling rock.  The 
tangential coefficient of restitution (Rt) acts against the rocks movement in the x-
direction and the normal coefficient (Rn) acts against the rock’s movement in the y-
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direction.  These factors act together to reduce the falling rock’s velocity (Jones et al., 
2000). 
a. Normal Coefficient of Restitution.  This value is the measure of degree of 
elasticity in a collision normal to the slope-Rn (Figure 3.5). High values result in 
less energy loss of the rolling rock during impact.  If unsure of what value to use, 
CRSP provides a table of suggested normal coefficient input values for smooth, 
hard surfaces and paving, typical bedrock and boulder fields, talus and firm soil 
slopes and soft soil slopes.  These values were determined from the CRSP 
calibration results (Jones et al., 2000).  
 
b. Tangential Coefficient of Restitution.  The program defines this as a measure of 
frictional resistance to movement parallel to the slope-Rt (Figure 3.5).  High 
values result in less frictional resistance to movement parallel to the slope, 
resulting in higher velocities and possibly higher bounce heights.  CRSP provides 
a table of suggested tangential coefficient input values for the same slope 
materials as listed for the normal coefficient values.  These values were 
determined from the CRSP calibration results.  In general, this value is not as 
sensitive in the program calculations as the normal coefficient (Jones et al., 2000). 
 
Figure 3.5.  Impact angle α defined as a function of rock trajectory, slope angle φ and slope 
variation θ.  Rock velocity (V) is reduced to normal (Vn) and tangential (Vt) components.  The 
tangential coefficient of friction resistance (Rt) and the normal coefficient of restitution (Rn) act 
to decrease the falling rock’s velocity (Jones et al., 2000). 
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3) Surface Roughness.  Surface roughness is an estimation of how much the slope angle 
may vary within the radius of the rock being rolled.  The value “S”, the perpendicular 
variation from the average plunge line of the slope, in Figure 3.6 is input into the CRSP 
model.  This can be estimated in the field by measuring surface asperities on the slope 
that are within the length of the rock radius.  An increase in surface roughness will also 
generally result in a decrease in velocity and an increase in bounce height until the 
surface roughness decreases the velocity to the point where bounce height also begins to 
decrease (Jones et. al, 2000). 
 
Figure 3.6.  Surface roughness (S) established as the perpendicular variation from an average 
plunge line (defined by slope angle θ over a distance equal to the radius of the rock (R).  
Maximum slope variation (θmax) is defined by S and R (Jones et. al, 2000). 
3.3.2 CRSP Limitations 
The rock fall velocity and kinetic energy calculated by CRSP are the most reliable 
outputs based on the program’s calibration to rock fall experiments.  Bounce heights and run out 
have not been calibrated and these results can be overestimated in the program.  However, since 
results are overestimated, it results in the worst-case scenario for rock fall (Jones et al., 2000).  
Also, the inability to import a cross-section file, like in RocFall, may generalize some portions of 
the rock slope because of the simplification of slope entry.  This may cause a lack of detail on the 




 RocFall is a statistical analysis program designed to assist with assessment of slopes at 
risk for rock falls and can be used to locate and design rock fall mitigation.  Energy, velocity and 
bounce heights for the entire slope are determined by the program, as well as rock location end 
points.   
The rock parameters required are: 
1) Rock density 
2) Rock mass 
3) Initial location on slope for rolling rocks. 
4) Number of rocks to roll. 
5) Initial velocity in x and y direction for rocks.  If the rock is starting from rest, the default 
initial velocity for x and y is applied (0.3 m/s and -0.3 m/s, respectively).  
6) Angular Velocity Consideration.  This is an option that allows the rock to rotate during 
modeling.  The program recommends considering angular velocity in the model because 
it provides a more realistic simulation of motion.  Figure 3.7 illustrates when angular 
velocity is allowed and when it is ignored.  When angular velocity is considered, the rock 
fall bounce heights are smaller and more realistic, when it is ignored rock fall bounce 
heights are unusually large and unrealistic.  Unless there is a reason to do so otherwise, 
the initial angular velocity is often zero (Rocscience, 2003). 
Slope materials: 
1) Slope cross-section.  The slope can be split into sections with different slope properties. 
 
2) Coefficients of Restitution. 
a. Normal Coefficient of Restitution.  The normal coefficient of restitution is defined 
in the program as the ratio of the rock’s outgoing velocity to incoming velocity 
when dropped on a surface.  This parameter affects how much of the rolling 
rock’s energy is absorbed on impact on the slope in the model.  The smaller the 
value, the more energy is absorbed, the larger the value, the less energy is 
absorbed and may result in higher bounce heights.  The RocFall documentation 
includes a table that lists the normal coefficient of restitution and corresponding 
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tangential coefficient of restitution for different materials to assist in estimating an 
appropriate value for modeling, if unsure of what to use (Rocscience, 2003). 
 
b. Tangential Coefficient of Restitution.  RocFall defines this as the ratio of 
outgoing tangential velocity to the tangential incoming velocity of the falling 
rock.  It is generally greater than or equal to the normal coefficient of restitution.  
This is an important parameter for the frictional resistance of the rolling or 
bouncing rock on the slope and affects the velocity and run out distance of the 
rolling rock.  The higher the value, the lower the frictional resistance on the 
surface where the rock is rolling.  This value is obtained from the table used for 
estimating the normal coefficient of restitution in RocFall’s documentation 
(Rocscience, 2003). 
 
Figure 3.7. Two RocFall simulations. One considering angular velocity and one not considering 
angular velocity.  In both cases, the initial angular velocity was zero, but in one case the rock 
was allowed to start rotating, while in the other case, the effect of rotation was ignored 
(Rocscience, 2003). 
 
3) Coefficient of Normal Restitution Scaling.  This is an option in RocFall that indicates that 
the normal coefficient of restitution is not independent of velocity.  For example, at low 
speeds you would expect a rock to bounce on a grass covered soil, while at high speeds it 
would imbed in the soft soil.  In these cases, the effect of the normal coefficient of 
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restitution would be less at higher velocities as more energy is absorbed and less bounce 
is encountered.  For simulations with higher velocity rocks, a typical approach is to turn 
on the scaling by velocity, use the default value and adjust the coefficients of restitution 
and the slope roughness to get realistic bouncing and/or rolling.  For simulations with 
lower velocity rocks, the tutorial recommends experimenting with the setting checked 
and unchecked to see which gives more realistic rock paths (Rocscience, 2003). 
 
4) Standard Deviation of Surface Roughness.  This value is used to model the local variation 
in geometry on the slope which affects the rock bounce heights and rock fall paths.  
Figure 3.8 illustrates the program’s definition of the standard deviation of surface 
roughness.  The dashed line represents the line segment of the slope entered in RocFall.  
The wavy line is a representation of how the line segment will act for the purpose of 
calculating how the rocks will reflect off the segment.  The inclination of the wavy line, 
at any point, is determined by sampling a normal distribution.  The mean of the 
distribution is equal to the original slope segment inclination-the dashed line.  As the 
standard deviation is increased, the curves in the diagram will get more pronounced and 
rocks are more likely to bounce in directions increasingly different from the angle of the 
slope segment, and the rock paths will look more unusual.  Common values for the 
standard deviation of slope roughness are 0, 2, 3 or 5 degrees. (Rocscience, 2003). 
 
 
Figure 3.8.  Slope roughness.  The dashed line represents the line segment of slope, while 
the wavy line represents the standard deviation of the slope roughness (Rocscience, 
2003). 
 
5) Friction Angle.  The value entered for the friction angle in the program is the inclination 
of the segment such that a rock tossed on this segment would continue to move 
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downslope. If the slope segment is inclined more than this angle, the rock will move 
downslope, if it is less inclined that this angle, the rock will come to a rest on that slope 
segment.  The friction angle is chosen based on the rock shape and mode of movement.  
For example, the friction angle entered is different depending on whether the rocks are 
spherical, or if they are flat slabs.  If the rocks are flat slabs, then the mode of movement 
will be sliding, and the friction angle entered will be higher due to the increased surface 
area of the rock on the slope causing more friction.  If the rocks are spherical, then the 
mode of movement will be rolling, rather than sliding, and the friction angle entered will 
be much lower (closer to zero) because spherical rocks will move easily downslope due 
to less friction.  If the rocks are somewhere between these two extremes, the most 
common situation, the value will also be somewhere between these two values, in 
proportion to the rock shape (Rocscience, 2003). 
 
There are two options for the friction angle input in RocFall.  The first is entering a 
friction angle in the slope material properties and the second is to have RocFall calculate 
the friction angle from the tangential coefficient of restitution.  The latter option has the 
advantage of correlating the friction and the coefficient of tangential restitution, and 
reducing the required number of parameters, if the friction angle is difficult to determine.  
However, the disadvantage of this option is that the coefficient of tangential restitution 
can be more difficult to estimate than the friction angle (Rocscience, 2003). 
3.3.4 RocFall Limitations 
 RocFall’s main limitation is the program’s inability to specify rock shape and diameter.  
The program does not require a diameter because the calculation engine for RocFall behaves as 
if the mass of each rock is concentrated in an extremely small circle.  Because of this, the size or 
shape effects in the rock fall modeling must be accounted for by an approximation, or 
adjustments to, other properties in the program (Rocscience, 2003). 
3.3.5. Overall Modeling Limitations 
Since RocFall and CRSP are two-dimensional modeling, the path of the rock fall may not 
be realistic.  The ground profile is typically selected along a line, but the geometries of the slope 
may vary from one cross-section to another.  Therefore, it assumes the rock fall occurs in a linear 
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plane and the rock fall trajectory is unaffected by the plane surfaces of the slope or fall body 
(Basson, 2012).    
3.4 Rock Fall Data 
Newmont collected rock fall data in order to gather information needed for rock fall 
modeling.  The normal coefficient of restitution, rock weights, rock dimensions and video of 
rock fall in the open pit were collected.   
3.4.1 Normal Coefficient of Restitution 
This is an important parameter for the modeling in order to allow accurate calculation of 
realistic rock fall trajectories and bounce heights.  Typically, the normal coefficient is estimated 
in the rock fall model calibration process by selecting a normal coefficient from the program 
recommendations and adjusting the value until desired rock fall results area reached.   Newmont 
estimated the normal coefficient of restitution for rock fall modeling purposes.  To assess the 
normal coefficient of restitution, Newmont used ten rocks gathered from rock fall source zones 
with different weights, rock dimensions and surfaces.  The rock surfaces ranged from slightly 





 (Table 3.1). 
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Table 3.1 (cont.).  Normal Coefficient of Restitution testing rock data and photos for rocks 
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Four locations in the open pit were chosen to conduct the coefficient of restitution testing 
based on the surfaces most likely encountered in typical rock fall events in the open pit.  The 
surfaces ranged from hard, solid rock to gravelly loose rock.   The different surface types affect 
the trajectories and bounce heights of the rock fall, which is affected by the coefficient of 
restitution.  For example, a hard surface does not absorb as much energy from the falling rock as 
a soft surface and results in larger bounce heights and trajectories. The four locations with their 
surface photographs are listed on the next page in Table 3.3. 
At each of the four locations, each rock was dropped ten times from a height of 1,400 
millimeters with the rock’s bounce height recorded.  The coefficient of restitution was calculated 
for each rock fall drop at each location using Equation 1; the square root of the bounce height of 
the rock divided by the drop height.  This can be used instead of the ratio of the rock’s outgoing 
velocity to incoming velocity, when dropped on a surface, due to the difficulty of estimating the 
velocity during testing.  The testing resulted in 100 normal coefficients of restitution calculations 
for each of the four locations where the tests were conducted.   
   √
 
   
                                                                       (Eq. 1) 
 Average values for each surface were calculated.  The results for each surface are 
presented in Table 3.2 along with the recommended values for each surface from CRSP and 
RocFall.  Values recommended from RocFall and CRSP are based on user reported values and 
calibration. 
Table 3.2.   Average Normal Coefficients of Restitution for Open Pit Surfaces with 
recommended values from CRSP and RocFall. 





Hard Surface 0.22 0.60-1.0 0.37-0.5 
Haul Road 0.11 0.15-0.30 0.33-0.37 
Pit Floor 0.11 0.12-0.30 0.30-0.33 
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3.4.2 Rock Fall Video 
Rock fall video is another important factor in rock fall modeling.  Rock fall video shows 
the bounce heights, run out and sometimes can record the rock fall’s velocity.  The rock fall 
model is calibrated to these parameters observed in the videos.  Newmont personnel initiated 
rock fall from benches and video recorded the events at three locations in the open pit.  Nine 
rocks from rock fall source zones were chosen for rock fall at the three testing locations.  At each 
location, three rocks were rolled one a time from the top of the open pit.  Rock sizes ranged from 
40 to 199 kg with an average dimension of 35 cm x 35 cm x 45 cm (Table 3.4).  Rock fall was 
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Five cross-sections were chosen for 2-D rock fall modeling; A-A’, B-B’, C-C’, D-D’ and 
E-E’.  The sections include benches with extensive deterioration in the southern portion of the 
open pit where rock fall hazard has been greatest (Figure 4.1).   
 
Figure 4.1.  Boddington open pit with cross-sections A-A’, B-B’, C-C’, D-D’ and E-E’.  



















The following steps were completed to assess the effectiveness of the proposed bench 
designs for rock fall mitigation. 
4.1 Calibration 
Calibration of RocFall and CRSP models to actual site conditions in the open pit was 
required for representative modeling results of rock fall on the current slope with the added 
proposed benches.  Calibration involved refining estimated rock fall input data in order for the 
rock fall model results to match actual rock fall measurements in the open pit.   
Cross-section A-A’ was used for calibration in CRSP and RocFall with 100 rock fall 
events.  Once cross-section A-A’ was calibrated, the calibrated parameters from that model were 
applied to the other four cross-section models.  The resulting parameters could be transferred to 
the other models for consistency purposes and because the rock slope characteristics of the rock 
fall zones in the southern portion of the open pit do not change substantially from one cross-
section to another. The following explains the fixed and estimated input parameters and how 
they were adjusted. 
4.1.1 Fixed Input Parameters 
Observed, fixed input parameters in each program are: 
 CRSP 
1) Slope cross-section 
2) Rock density 
3) Rock  shape 
4) Rock diameter 
5) Initial velocity in the x and y direction 
 RocFall 
1) Slope cross-section 
2) Rock density 
3) Rock mass 
4) Initial velocity in the x and y direction 
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Tables 4.1 and 4.2 specify the observed, estimated fixed input parameters for CRSP and 
RocFall, respectively.  The rock density, diameter and mass were used from the rock with the 
largest weight, rock A-3 in Table 3.3, from Newmont’s rock fall data from the video recordings 
in order to model the largest possible rock falling that was observed in the rock fall videos.  .  
With regards to the rock shape, the RocFall calculation behaves as if the mass of each rock is 
concentrated in an extremely small circle, and therefore a rock shape was not needed.  A 
spherical shape was chosen in CRSP in order to model the worst case scenario.  The initial 
velocity in the x and y direction was set to the default value in both programs, due to the rock fall 
initiating when the rock is at rest as observed in the Newmont videos. 
It should be noted that the initial density estimated was approximately 2,400 kg/m
3
, 
calculated from rock A-3’s dimensions and weight (Table 3.3).  However, since this was not 
determined by ASTM standards for density testing for rocks, literature survey was conducted to 
verify the average densities for diorite because of the variability in A-3 rock’s dimensions that 
affected the density calculation.  The average density found for diorite was 2,700 to 3,000 kg/m
3
 
(Zhao, 2014).  Therefore, values ranging from 2,400 kg/m
3
 to 3,000 kg/m
3
 were modeled.  A 
final value of 2,700 kg/m
3
 was chosen because it was the approximate average of the reviewed 
density values.  The density was not a highly sensitive input parameter in the calibration process.  
For example, when 3,000 kg/m
3
 was modeled, there was less than 10% increase in bounce height 
and no significant change in run out.    




Rock Diameter (m) 0.52 
Initial Velocity in the x-direction (m/s) 0.3 
Initial Velocity in the y-direction (m/s) -0.3 
Rock Shape Spherical 
 




Rock Mass (kg) 199 
Initial Velocity in the x-direction (m/s) 0.3 
Initial Velocity in the y-direction (m/s) -0.3 
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4.1.2. Estimated Input Parameters 
 The estimated input parameters were adjusted because of the uncertainty of their values.  
These parameters are usually not directly measureable in rock fall events, so the model must be 
calibrated by varying these parameters so the program predicts the measured results.  Rock fall 
measurements include the rock fall trajectories, bounce heights and run out observed in 
Newmont’s rock fall video. The model trajectories, run out, and bounce heights were compared 
to those from the video and estimated rock fall parameters in the model were adjusted 
accordingly.  Estimated input parameters are listed in tables 4.3 and 4.4 for CRSP and RocFall, 
respectively.    
 CRSP 
Table 4.3. CRSP input parameters. 
Normal Coefficient of Restitution 0.2 
Tangential Coefficient of Restitution 0.8 
Slope Roughness (m) 0.1 
 
1) Coefficients of restitution.  
a. The normal coefficient of restitution was estimated from Newmont’s data.  Based 
on the slopes observed in the Newmont videos and photographs where rock fall 
occurred, the slope appeared to be a surface type mixed between the compacted 
gravel surface of the pit floor and the hard rock surface.  These surfaces have 
higher normal coefficients than the softer surfaces tested resulting in the worst-
case scenario rock fall results.  The corresponding coefficient of restitution 
averaged for these surfaces together was 0.162.  CRSP recommended values of 
0.15 to 0.30 for most bedrock and boulder fields.  Therefore, normal coefficient 
values of 0.162 to 0.30 were modeled until bounce heights, rock paths and run out 
results were comparable to those observed in Newmont’s videos.  A final value of 
0.20 was estimated from calibration iterations.  This value resulted in realistic 
bounce heights and run outs.  Values lower than 0.20 resulted in shorter run outs 
than observed in the videos and Newmont’s run out data.  For example, when 
Newmont’s value of 0.162 was modeled the run out was approximately 10 to 15 
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meters shorter than experienced at the mine.  This parameter was one of the most 
sensitive parameters in the modeling process.   
 
b. The tangential coefficient of restitution was estimated from the program’s 
recommendations.  CRSP recommended 0.75 to 0.90 for the corresponding 
normal coefficient for most bedrock and boulder fields.  Values falling within this 
range were applied to the model until the desired results were achieved. The 
tangential coefficient of 0.80 was chosen for the calibrated model based on the 
matching trajectories and run outs observed in the calibration results.  
Significantly smaller, values around 0.50, resulted in too much frictional 
resistance on the slope, resulting in shorter run outs than observed in the video.  
This value was not as sensitive as the normal coefficient in modeling. 
 
2) Surface roughness.  This value was estimated from visual inspection of rock fall videos 
and photographs of the open pit.  Asperity heights on the slope that fell within the radius 
of the rock (0.25 m), were estimated at approximately 0.15 meters.  This value was used 
as a starting point and adjusted in the model until the results matched the Newmont 
video.  The final value reached was 0.10 meters.  Larger values resulted in shorter run 
outs, because of larger asperities stopping rocks, and higher bounce heights because of 
rocks bouncing off larger asperities.  This value was sensitive in modeling.  A value of 3 
centimeters (0.03 meters)  resulted in significantly longer run outs by as much as 30 
meters. 
RocFall 
Table 4.4. RocFall input parameters. 
Normal Coefficient of Restitution 0.2 
Tangential Coefficient of Restitution 0.8 
Standard Deviation of Surface Roughness (degrees) 5 





1) Coefficients of restitution 
a. The average normal coefficient of 0.162 from Newmont’s data was also used in 
RocFall in the calibration process.  RocFall recommended values ranging from 0.251 
to 0.42 for hard surfaces to bedrock and boulder fields.  Values from 0.162 to 0.42 
were modeled.  The normal coefficient of 0.2 was chosen for the rock fall model 
because its rock fall run out, trajectories and bounce heights closely matched those in 
Newmont’s rock fall video and allowed for rocks to roll on and over benches, as well 
as reduce the bounce height because of energy absorption.  A higher value used in 
modeling resulted in less energy absorption, and an unrealistic rock trajectory and 
higher bounce heights in the model, which do not correspond to the rolling nature of 
the rock fall observed in the open pit.  When 0.162 was modeled, average bounce 
heights increased approximately 2 to 4 meters.  There were no significant changes in 
run out distances. This parameter was one of the most sensitive in RocFall, however, 
not as sensitive as CRSP. 
 
b. The corresponding tangential coefficient range for the normal coefficient range used 
in calibration was 0.48 to 0.97, based on RocFall’s recommendations.  The same 
procedure to determine the normal coefficient was applied to the process of 
determining the tangential coefficient.  A tangential coefficient of 0.80 was chosen 
because it closely matched the rock fall run out, trajectories and bounce heights 
observed in the Newmont rock fall videos.  This value allowed the slope in the model 
to absorb some parallel energy from rolling.  If the value was modeled too high, 
above 0.90, the rock fall would move too quickly downslope compared to the rock 
fall in the videos.  It should be noted that the tangential coefficient has less effect on 
the model than the normal coefficient. 
 
2) Standard deviation of surface roughness.  The program states that values for this parameter 
usually fall between zero and 5 degrees reported by RocFall users.  Values from zero to 5 
were modeled.  Since a standard deviation of zero results in no change in angle of the line 
segment, this was ruled out due to the observed 0.15 meter surface roughness height noted in 
CRSP.  Five was estimated for the standard deviation of surface roughness because it 
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represented the worst case scenario for bounce height of a rolling rock.  A value too low 
resulted in little variation in bounce height.  This parameter was sensitive in the modeling 
process, but not as sensitive as the normal coefficient. 
 
3) Friction angle. This was estimated from the rock photographs from the rock shape and mode 
of movement in the rock fall video.  Since the rocks were observed to be rolling in the 
videos, and has a more spherical shape, the initial friction angle used for calibration was zero.  
The value was increased until desired results were reached for calibration.  A friction angle 
of 5 degrees was determined.  The friction angle is lower so the rock will roll, as it does in 
the Newmont videos, on the benches.  A higher friction angle resulted in rocks that would not 
roll downslope.   If the slope was not benched, the friction angle may have been higher.  This 
was a very sensitive parameter in modeling because it determines how the rock moves 
downslope.  
 
4) Consideration of angular velocity.  This option was turned on in the modeling process, as 
recommended by the program.  This was confirmed by the model run out, trajectories and 
bounce heights matching those in the Newmont videos.  Without the angular velocity on, the 
bounce heights and trajectories were larger than the rock fall observed in the videos. 
 
5) Consideration of normal coefficient of restitution scaling by velocity.  The model was run 
with and without this option to see which rock fall results match the site conditions best.  The 
normal coefficient of restitution scaling option was turned on in all models because it gave 
the most realistic rock fall paths.  Without the coefficient of restitution scaling, rock fall 
trajectories and bounce heights were unrealistic and too high. 
4.2 Modeling 
Once calibration was complete, the models were run to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
proposed bench designs.  There were two parts to the modeling process: Assessing the bench 
design with the most effective rock fall mitigation and modeling the selected bench design 
with 40 percent reduced width.  Table 4.5 lists the proposed bench designs.  Except for the 
current bench design , each bench was named based on its height (Double or Triple), and its 
bench width.  Figures 4.2 to 4.9 illustrate each bench design. 
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Table 4.5. Proposed catch bench designs with bench design name, bench height, width and inter-
ramp angle (IRA) (Newmont, 2013). 
 Bench Design Name Height (m) Width (m) IRA (degrees) 
1 Current 24 8 59 
2 Double 9.2 24 9.2 59 
3 Double 12.4  24 12.4 59 
4 Triple 15 36 15 60.7 
5 Triple 15.2 36 15.2 59 
6 Triple 16.4 36 16.4 59 
7 Triple 14.4 36 14.4 59 
8 Triple 13.2 36 13.2 59 
 
                
Figure 4.2. Current bench design with 59°  





Figure 4.3. Proposed Double 12.4 bench 







Figure 4.4. Proposed Double 12.4 bench 
design with 59° IRA and 12.4 meter bench 
width. 
 
Figure 4.5. Proposed Triple 15 bench design 
with 60.7° IRA and 15 m bench width. 
 
 
Figure 4.6. Proposed Triple 15.2  bench 
design with 59° IRA and 15.2 m bench 
width. 
 
Figure 4.7.  Proposed Triple 14.4. bench 





Figure 4.8.  Proposed Triple 16.4 bench design with 59° IRA and 16.4 m bench. 
 
Figure 4.9.  Proposed Triple13.2 bench design with 59° IRA and 13.2 meter bench.
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4.2.1 Rock Fall Mitigation Effectiveness of Bench Designs 
 The initial modeling was conducted to assess the bench with the most effective rock fall 
mitigation.  The selected bench was then modeled with 40 percent reduced width. 
 
1) Modeling the proposed bench designs.  Multiple benches were added to the cross-
section for each bench design.  For example, three benches of the Current design 
were added to cross-section A-A’.  Once the model was complete for that cross-
section, a new cross-section was created with three benches of the Double 9.2 
design added to cross-section A-A’.   The amount of benches added to the cross-
section varied due to the height of the bench design and the goal of having the 
rock fall end on the benches in the cross-section rather than off the cross-section.  
The same process was repeated for the remaining designs.  There were eight 
models total for each of the five cross-sections. 
 
2) The models were run with 100 rock fall events initiated at the top of the slope.  
One-hundred rock fall events were be modeled to provide a valid statistical 
sample of rock fall results.  Fifty rock fall events gave a an incomplete range of 
results, while running more than 100 or more rock fall events did not change the 
the mean of the results significantly. 
 
3) Kinetic energies, velocities and bounce heights were calculated at each bench 
edge on the proposed benches, as well as the number of rocks passing each bench 
edge and the rock fall run out.  These results were used to assess which bench 
design was most effective based on the bench design that had rock fall results 
with lower kinetic energies, lower bounce heights and velocities, the least number 
of rocks passing each bench, and the shortest rock fall run out.  In addition, the 





4.2.2 Rock Fall Mitigation Effectiveness of the Selected Bench Design with 40 percent 
Bench Loss  
Next, the effectiveness of the chosen bench was assessed assuming blast damage 
commonly experienced at the mine applied to the design selected from initial modeling.  There 
were two parts to this modeling process: 
1) Forty percent bench loss was applied to the selected bench design and three 
“undamaged” benches of that design were added below it.  One hundred rock falls 
were initiated at the bench loss location.  The kinetic energies, bounce heights and 
velocities were calculated at each bench edge, as well as rocks passing each bench 
edge and rock fall run out.  These results were used to assess if the chosen bench 
design had effective rock fall mitigation when rock fall was initiated immediately 
above the bench due to deterioration from blast damage.   The bench design was 
effective if the kinetic energies, bounce heights, velocities and run out calculated on 
the undamaged benches, when rock fall was initiated at the 40 percent bench loss, 
were less than or equal to those calculated on those undamaged benches when rock 
fall was initiated at the top of the slope. 
 
2) The chosen bench design with 40 percent bench loss was added to the five cross-
sections with three “undamaged” benches added below the reduced bench.  For 
example, the 40 percent reduced bench was added to cross-section A-A’ with three 
“undamaged” benches added below it.  One hundred rock fall events were initiated at 
the top of the cross-section, rather than at the 40 percent reduced bench.  This was 
done for each of the five cross-sections.  The kinetic energies, bounce heights and 
velocities were calculated at each bench edge, as well as rocks passing each bench 
edge and rock fall run out. These results were used to assess the rock fall mitigation 
effectiveness the reduced bench, the undamaged benches below it and assess if 
additional rock fall mitigation was necessary.  
4.3 The Value of the Normal Coefficient Test 
 Newmont assessed the normal coefficient for rock fall modeling purposes.  Typically, 
this is not conducted when collecting data for rock fall modeling.  Therefore, the normal 
coefficient test was examined to assess if it was worthwhile test and an effective method for 
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choosing a value to use in rock fall modeling.  The methods used to assess the value of testing 
for the normal coefficient are listed below. 
1) The normal coefficient averaged from Newmont’s data for the hard rock and pit floor was 
compared to the final calibrated normal coefficient.  The closer Newmont’s calculated 
normal coefficient was to the resulting normal coefficient from the calibration process, 
the more useful their calculation. 
 
2) The bounce height standard deviation was examined to assess if the test was reliable for 
estimating a normal coefficient.  This was examined because the bounce height is the 
varying factor in the normal coefficient equation; the more consistent the bounce heights, 
the more reliable the normal coefficient calculated from the bounce height results. The 
consistency of recorded bounce heights was evaluated by examining the bounce height 
standard deviation for the ten rocks dropped ten times on all four surfaces tested; the hard 
rock, haul road, pit floor and catch berm. The average, low and high bounce height 
standard deviation for the ten rocks dropped ten times on each surface was calculated.  If 
the bounce heights recorded ten times for a single rock were consistent, or had a small 
standard deviation, then there was more confidence in the normal coefficient calculated.  
If the bounce heights recorded were variable and inconsistent, or had a high standard 
deviation, there was less confidence in the normal coefficient calculated. 
4.4 The Value of Multiple Rock Fall Videos 
 Newmont provided three rock fall videos for each location where rock was rolled off the 
benches.  The usefulness of providing three rock fall videos instead of one for the calibration 
process was analyzed.  If the run out and bounce heights observed were consistent between 
videos, multiple videos may not be necessary.  But, if the parameters were inconsistent, multiple 
videos may be necessary to determine an average and representative run out and bounce height 








 The results section is split into two sections: the first section includes the rock fall results 
recorded on each bench edge for the five cross-sections with the added proposed bench designs, 
A-A’ to E-E’, and the second section includes the results for the selected bench with 40 percent 
bench loss when rock fall initiated at the bench loss and at the top of the cross-section.  
5.1 Results for Proposed Bench Designs  
 The results for the proposed bench designs are presented below.  The kinetic energies, 
bounce heights, velocities, rock fall run out (circled in red in the figures) and number of rocks 
passing each bench edge are described for the existing benches and the proposed bench designs.   
5.1.1 Cross-section A-A’ 
The proposed bench design starts on bench 5 in the cross-section in Figure 5.1.  In the 
existing slope, benches 1 through 4, rock fall at the edge of bench 2 has the highest maximum 
kinetic energies at 77 kJ and bounce height at 10.5 meters reported by CRSP and 26 kJ and 1.8 
meters by RocFall.  One hundred percent of rocks pass each bench edge until bench edge 4, 
where a maximum of 60 percent passed the bench edge reported by CRSP and 26 percent by 
RocFall.  In the cross-section, some of the rocks modeled in CRSP are clearing bench 2 and 
landing on bench 3 when rolling from bench 1, noted by an arrow in Figure 5.1.  Average bounce 
heights were less than 2 meters overall, however.   
The proposed bench designs Triple 16.4, 15.2, 14.4 and 15 stopped the most rocks on 
bench edge 5, with less than 3 percent rocks passing bench 5.  All rocks stopped on bench 6, 
observed in Figures 5.1 to 5.4, respectively.  Kinetic energies were less than 5 kJ for the added 
benches and bounce heights were negligible on the added benches.  Kinetic energy, bounce 
height and velocity results for each bench edge for each proposed bench design are found in 










































15.2 m 15.2 m
Figure 5.1.  Cross-section A-A’ with added bench design Triple 16.4 starting on bench 5.  Rock 
fall is stopped on bench 5 for CRSP and 6 for RocFall.  Arrow indicates rocks clearing bench 2, 
more noticeably in the CRSP model.   
Figure 5.2.  Cross-section A-A’ with added bench design Triple 15.2 starting on bench 5.  Rock 























Figure 5.3. Cross-section A-A’ with added bench design Triple 14.4 starting on bench 5.  Rock 
fall is stopped on bench 6. 
 
Figure 5.4.  Cross-section A-A’ with added bench design Triple 15 starting on bench 5.  Rock 






A-4. Cross-section A-A’ with Triple 1 bench proposal results for CRSP and RocFall.
CRSP RocFall





































A-6. Cross-section A-A’ with Double 2 bench proposal results for CRSP and RocFall.
CRSP RocFall









12.4 m 12.4 m
 Proposed bench designs Triple 13.2 and Double 12.4 had a slight increase of one to two 
percent rocks passing bench 5.  All rocks stopped on bench 6, observed in Figures 5.5 and 5.6.  
Kinetic energies remained below 5 kJ and bounce heights were still negligible in the bench 
designs.  Kinetic energy, bounce height and velocity results for each bench edge for each 
proposed bench design are found in Tables A-5 and A-6 in Appendix A. 
Figure 5.5.  Cross-section A-A’ with added bench design Triple 13.2 starting on bench 5.  Rock 









Figure 5.6.  Cross-section A-A’ with added bench design Double 12.4 starting on bench 5.  Rock 






















Proposed bench designs Double 9.2 and the Current design had seven to fourteen rocks 
passing bench edge 5, and had less than three rocks passing bench 6.  All rocks were stopped on 
bench 7, noted in Figures 5.7 and 5.8.  For both proposed bench designs, maximum and average 
kinetic energies were less than 6 kJ on bench edge 5 with higher energies observed on bench 
edge 6.  Rocks passing bench edge 6 were observed to have a maximum of about 20 kJ for the 
Current design and 47 kJ for the Double 9.2 design reported by CRSP.  However, RocFall 
reported less than 2 kJ.  Maximum and average bounce heights ranged from 2-3 meters reported 
by CRSP.  RocFall reported negligible bounce heights.  Kinetic energy, bounce height and 
velocity results for each bench edge for each proposed bench design are found in Tables A-7 and 
A-8 in Appendix A. 
Figure 5.7.  Cross-section A-A’ with added bench design Double 9.2 starting on bench 5.  Rock 























8 m 8 m
Figure 5.8.  Cross-section A-A’ with added Current bench design starting on bench 5.  Rock fall 
is stopped on bench 7 for CRSP and RocFall.   
5.1.2 Cross-section B-B’ 
The added proposed bench design starts on bench 6 in the cross-section in Figure 5.9.  
The existing benches in the cross-section, benches 1 through 5, had 100 percent of rocks passing 
all bench edges reported by RocFall.  CRSP reported 100 percent of rocks passing bench edges 
until bench edge 3, which only 57 percent of rocks passed.  The maximum kinetic energies 
ranged from 55 kJ to 88 kJ on bench edges 3, 4 and 5.  Average kinetic energies from rock fall 
on the existing bench edges were less than 17 kJ.  Maximum bounce heights were approximately 
7 to 8 meters on bench edges 2, 3 and 5 reported by CRSP.  Average bounce heights were 
observed to be less than 1 meter at all existing bench edges reported by CRSP and RocFall.  
These results are reported in Appendix B. 
 Proposed Triple bench designs 16.4, 15.2, 14.4, 15 and 13.2 had less than seven rocks 
passing bench edge 6, the first added bench in the cross-section.  All rocks stopped on bench 7, 
observed in Figures 5.9 to 5.13 for Triple bench designs 16.4, 15.2, 14.4, 15 and 13.2 
respectively.  Triple bench designs 16.4 and 14.4 had the smallest maximum kinetic energies 
























 16.4 m 16.4 m
8
13.2 had slightly higher maximum kinetic energies from rock fall events at bench 6 at about 3-
7.5 kJ.  Overall, maximum kinetic energies were less than 7 kJ with negligible bounce heights 
from rock fall events observed at bench 6 for the Triple 16.4, 15.2, 14.4, 15 and 13.2 bench 
designs.  These are reported in Appendix B for each proposed bench design added to the cross-
section.  
Double 9.2 and 12.4 and the Current bench design all had rocks passing bench edge 6.  
Double 12.4 and 9.2 bench designs had rocks stopped at bench 8, while the Current design had 
about 2 rocks passing bench edge 8, observed in Figures 5.14, 5.15 and 5.16, respectively.  
Maximum kinetic energies and bounce heights observed from rock fall varied.  CRSP and 
RocFall reported about 40 kJ of kinetic energy and a 7 meter bounce height observed on bench 
edge 7 for the Double 12.4 bench design, the maximum value of the three designs.  Kinetic 
energy and bounce height averages were less than 12 kJ and 3 meters for the Double 9.2 and 
Current bench designs. The results for each bench are reported in Appendix B. 
Figure 5.9.  Results for cross-section B-B' bench edges with added Triple 16.4 bench design 















































 15.2 m 15.2 m
8
Figure 5.10. Cross-secti  -B’ with Tri le 15.2 bench design starting on bench 6.  Rock fall is 
stopped on bench 7. 
Figure 5.11.  Cross-section B-B’ with Triple 15 bench design starting on bench 6.  Rock fall is 


































Figure 5.12.  Cross-section B-B’ with Triple 14.4 bench design starting on bench 6.  Rock fall is 
stopped on bench 7. 
Figure 5.13.  Cross-section B-B’ with Triple 13.2 bench design starting on bench 6. Rock fall is 

























Figure 5.14.  Cross-section B-B’ with Double 12.4 bench design starting on bench 6.  Rock fall 
is stopped on bench 8. 
 
Figure 5.15. Cross-section B-B’ with Double 9.2 bench design starting on bench 6.  Rock fall is 

















































































Figure 5.16.  Cross-secti  -B’ with Current b nch desig  starting on bench 6. Rock fall is 
stopped on bench 8 in CRSP and on the following bench 9 in RocFall. 
5.1.3 Cross-section C-C’ 
The added proposed bench design starts on bench 4 in the cross-section.  The existing 
benches 1, 2 and 3 have 98 percent of rocks passing each bench edge in CRSP and RocFall.  
Maximum kinetic energies were less than 62 kJ with an average less than 31 kJ, both reported on 
bench edge 2 by CRSP.  The highest maximum and average bounce height were observed on 
bench edge 1 at 13 meters and an average of 11 meters reported by CRSP.  RocFall also reported 
the highest maximum and average bounce heights for bench 1 at 5 and 2 meters, respectively.  
Rock fall results on existing bench edges are reported in Appendix C. 
 Proposed Triple bench designs 16.4, 15.2, 15, 14.4, 13.2 and Double 12.4 (Figures 5.17 
to 5.22, respectively) had fewer than 11 rocks passing the first added proposed bench design, 
bench 4, with all rocks stopping on bench 5.  Maximum and average kinetic energies were fewer 
than 4 kJ observed from rock fall at the edge of bench 4.  Average and maximum bounce heights 
observed at the edge of bench 4 were negligible.  Rock fall results on the added proposed bench 









C-1. Cross-section C-C’ with Triple 3 bench proposal results for CRSP and RocFall.
CRSP RocFall















C-2. Cross-section C-C’ with Triple 2 bench proposal results for CRSP and RocFall.
CRSP RocFall






















Figure 5.17.  Cross-section C-C’ with Triple 16.4 bench design starting on bench 4.  Rock fall is 













Figure 5.18.  Cross-section C-C’ with Triple 15.2 bench design starting on bench 4.  Rock fall is 








C-3. Cross-section C-C’ with Triple 1 bench proposal results for CRSP and RocFall.
CRSP RocFall








































Figure 5.19.  Cross-section C-C’ with Triple 15 bench design starting on bench 4.  Rock fall is 












Figure 5.20.  ross-section C-C’ with Triple 14.4 design starting on bench 4.  Rock fall is 




Figure 5.21.  Cross-section C-C’ with Triple 13.2 design starting on bench 4.  Rock fall is 
stopped on bench 5. 
 
 
Figure 5.22.  Cross-section C-C’ with Double 12.4 design starting on bench 4.  Rock fall is 























 Proposed Double 9.2 and the Current bench designs had up to 34 rocks passing bench 4.  
The proposed Double 9.2 design had rocks stopped on bench 6 in Figure 5.23 and the Current 
bench design had rocks stopped on bench 7 in Figure 5.24.  Maximum bounce heights on bench 
edge 4 were less than 6 meters with averages less than 1 meter for both designs.  The maximum 
kinetic energies were reported on bench 4 at 80 kJ for the Current design and 38 kJ for the 
Double 9.2 design.  Average kinetic energies were less than 13 kJ on all benches in both designs.  
The results are reported in Tables C-7 and C-8, respectively, in Appendix C. 
 
 
Figure 5.23.  Cross-section C-C’ with Double 9.2 design starting on bench 4.  Rock fall is 

























Figure 5.24.  Cross-section C-C’ with Current bench design starting on bench 4.  Rock fall is 
stopped on bench 6 in CRSP and 7 in RocFall. 
5.1.4 Cross-section D-D’ 
The added proposed bench design starts on bench 4 in the cross-section in Figure 5.25.  The 
existing benches, 1, 2 and 3, exhibit 100 percent of rocks passing each bench as reported by 
RocFall and CRSP.  Maximum kinetic energies were reported on benches 2 and 3 at about 64 kJ 
by CRSP.  Average kinetic energies on the existing benches 1, 2 and 3 are no greater than 36 kJ, 
reported by CRSP and 13 kJ reported by RocFall.  Maximum bounce heights were observed on 
bench 3 at 11 meters reported by CRSP.  Average bounce heights are less than 3 meters reported 
by CRSP and 1 meter reported by RocFall for existing benches.  Results from RocFall and CRSP 
for existing benches are reported in Appendix D. 
Proposed Triple bench designs 16.4, 15.2 and 15 have the least amount of rocks, less than 16, 
passing bench 4.  All rocks were stopped on bench 5 for Triple bench designs 16.4, 15.2 and 15, 
observed in Figures 5.25 to 5.27, respectively.   Maximum kinetic energies were less than 6 kJ 
reported on bench 4 with negligible bounce heights.  Rock fall results for the added proposed 























Proposed Triple 14.4 and 13.2 had less than 28 rocks passing bench edge 4, with only one 
rock passing bench 5 in the Triple 13.2 bench design in Figure 5.29.  All rocks were stopped on 
bench 5 in the Triple 14.4 bench design in Figure 5.28.  Maximum kinetic energies were less 
than 7 kJ, with averages less than 2 kJ reported by CRSP and RocFall.  Bounce heights are 
negligible as reported by CRSP and RocFall.  Rock fall results for added proposed bench designs 
are reported in Appendix D.  
Proposed Double 12.4 and 9.2 bench designs had up to 59 rocks passing bench 4 with all 
rocks stopping on bench 6 in Figures 5.30 and 5.31, respectively.  Maximum kinetic energies and 
bounce heights for both designs were reported on bench 5 at up to 49 kJ and 4 meters, reported 
by CRSP and RocFall.  Rock fall results for added proposed bench designs are reported in 
Appendix D. 
Figure 5.25.  Cross-section D-D’ with Triple16.4 design starting on bench 4.  Rock fall is 




















Figure 5.26.  Cross-section D-D’ with Triple 15.2 bench design starting on bench 4.  Rock fall is 
stopped on bench 5. 
Figure 5.27. Cross-section D-D’ with Triple 15 bench design starting on bench 4.  Rock fall is 







































Figure 5.28.  Cross-section D-D’ with Triple14.4 bench design starting on bench 4.  Rock is 
stopped on bench 5.  
Figure 5.29.  Cross-section D-D’ with Triple 13.2 bench design starting on bench 4. Rock fall is 






































Figure 5.30.  Cross-section D-D’ with Double 12.4 bench design starting on bench 4.  All rock 
fall is stopped on bench 6. 
Figure 5.31.  Cross-section D-D’ with Double 9.2 bench design starting on bench 4.  All rock fall 































































The Current bench design (Figure 5.32) had 58 rocks passing bench 4 with all rock stopping 
on bench 7.  The maximum kinetic energy was reported on bench 5 at 51 kJ by CRSP.  RocFall 
reported 1.8 kJ.  Maximum bounce heights on bench 6 reported by CRSP were 6.4 meters and 0 
















Figure 5.32. Cross-section D-D’ with Current bench design starting on bench 4.  All rock fall is 
stopped on bench 7. 
5.1.5 Cross-section E-E’ 
 The added proposed benches start at bench 4 in the cross-section.  The existing benches 
in cross-section E-E’ have about 80 rocks passing bench 1, reported by CRSP and RocFall, with 
most rocks stopping at bench 2, observed in Figure 5.33.  Only 12 rocks pass bench 2, and 5-10 
rocks pass bench 3.  Average kinetic energies observed on benches 1, 2 and 3 are less than 5 kJ 
reported by RocFall and CRSP, except on bench 2 where CRSP reports 17 kJ.  Maximum kinetic 
energies are less than 10 kJ reported by CRSP and RocFall, except on bench 2 where CRSP 
reports 53 kJ. RocFall reported negligible bounce heights, while CRSP reported 23 meters for 
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average and maximum bounce heights at bench 1 and a maximum of 7.8 meters at bench 2.  
Rock fall results for the existing benches are reported in Appendix E. 
 All rocks stopped on bench 4, the first added proposed bench design for Triple 16.4, 15.2, 
15, 14.4 and 13.2 bench designs and Double 9.2 bench design, observed in Figures 5.33 to 5.38, 
respectively.  There were no kinetic energies or bounce heights to report on bench 4 for these 
designs.  Less than 5 rocks passed onto bench 5 in the Double 9.2 and Current bench design in 
Figures 5.39 and 5.40.  Kinetic energies observed for rocks passing bench 4 were less than 5 kJ 
and bounce heights were negligible.  Rock fall results for added proposed bench designs are 
reported in Appendix D. 
 
Figure 5.33.  Cross-section E-E’ with Triple 16.4 bench design starting on bench 4.  All rock fall 




Figure 5.34.  Cross-section E-E’ with Triple 15.2 bench design starting on bench 4.  All rock fall 
is stopped on bench 4. 
 
Figure 5.35.  Cross-section E-E’ with Triple 15 bench design starting on bench 4.  All rock fall is 




Figure 5.36.  Cross-section E-E’ with Triple 14.4 bench design starting on bench 4.  All rock fall 
is stopped on bench 4. 
 
Figure 5.37.  Cross-section E-E’ with Triple 13.2 bench design starting on bench 4.  All rock fall 




Figure 5.38.  Cross-section E-E’ with Double 12.4 bench design starting on bench 4.  All rock 
fall is stopped on bench 4. 
 
Figure 5.39.  Cross-section E-E’ with Double 9.2 bench design starting on bench 4.  All rock fall 






















Figure 5.40.  Cross-section E-E’ with Current bench design starting on bench 4.  All rock fall is 
stopped on bench 5. 
5.2 Rock Fall Mitigation Results for the Chosen Bench Design with 40 percent Bench Loss 
Triple 15 bench design was chosen for further modeling with 40 percent bench loss.  The 
15 meter bench width is reduced to 9 meters with 40 percent bench loss.  The Triple 15 bench 
design was chosen because its results were similar to the Triple 15.2 and 16.4 bench designs.  
The amount of rocks passing the first added bench design in the cross-section for Triple 15.2, 
16.4 and 15 bench designs were within the same range of each other, reported by CRSP and 
RocFall.  Since the results between these three designs were generally the same, the Triple 15 
bench design was chosen because of its smaller width and it mitigates rock fall similarly to the 
bench designs with larger widths.  The chosen design with a smaller width bench saves the mine 
economically in bench construction and follows the open pit design goals. 
Two rock fall scenarios were modeled.  Rock fall was initiated at the 9 meter bench and 
at the top of the cross-section for each of the five cross-sections to evaluate the rock fall 






















5.2.1 Results for Rock Fall Initiated at the 9 Meter Bench 
One hundred rock fall events were initiated from the 9 meter bench for five runs, which is 
bench 5 in Figure 5.41.  All five runs had less than 10 rocks passing onto the bench 7 in Figure 
5.41 reported by RocFall.  Rock fall was stopped on bench 6, reported by CRSP.  Kinetic 
energies were less than 10 kJ for rocks passing bench 6 reported by CRSP and RocFall.  Bounce 
heights were negligible overall (Table 5.1). 
 
Figure 5.41.  Rock fall initiated at the 40 percent bench loss location on bench 5.  Rock fall is 
stopped on bench 6 in CRSP and bench 7 in RocFall. 
Table 5.1. Results for rock fall initiated at the 40 percent bench loss location on bench 5. 
  




Average Max Average Max Average Max 
5 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 Start of 
 
RocFall 0 0 0 0 0 0 Rock fall 
 
               
6 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 
RocFall 848 1269 0 0 1.5 2.5 4 
 
               
7 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 
RocFall 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 





















5.2.2 Results for Rock Fall Initiated at the Top of the Cross-Section 
 Rock fall was initiated at the top of the cross-section in each of the five cross-sections.  
The first added bench design in the cross-section was the 9 meter bench with one to two 15 meter 
benches below it. 
5.2.2.1 Cross-Section A-A’ 
Forty percent bench loss was applied to the first triple bench, bench 5.  CRSP and 
RocFall modeled 3 and 7 rocks passing bench 5.  All rocks stopped on bench 6, as shown in 
Figure 5.42.  Kinetic energies were less than 10 kJ at the edge of bench 5 with negligible bounce 
heights.  Appendix F contains results for the 40 percent bench loss and original Triple 15design 
for cross-section A-A’. 
 
Figure 5.42.  Rock fall initiated at the top of the cross-section A-A’ with 40 percent bench loss 
applied to Triple 15 bench design on bench 5.  Rock fall is stopped on bench 6.  
5.2.2.2 Cross-section B-B’ 
Forty percent bench loss was applied to the first triple bench, bench 6.  CRSP and 
RocFall modeled less than 24 rocks passing bench 6 and 1 rock passing bench 7.  Rock fall was 
stopped on bench 7 in CRSP and bench 8 in RocFall in Figure 5.43.  Kinetic energies were 
observed to be less than 5 kJ with negligible bounce heights at benches 6 and 7 reported from 
A-2. Results from CRSP and RocFall for cross-section A-A’ with 40% bench loss at bench 5 with rock fall initiated at




















CRSP and RocFall.   Kinetic energies, bounce heights and velocities for the original 15 meter 
bench width and 40 percent reduced bench width are reported in Appendix F. 
 
Figure 5.43.  Rock fall initiated at the top of the cross-section B-B’ with 40 percent bench loss 
applied to Triple 15 bench design starting on bench 6.  Rock fall is stopped on bench 7 in CRSP 
and bench 8 in RocFall.  
5.2.2.3 Cross-section C-C’ 
Forty percent bench loss was applied to the first triple bench, bench 4.  CRSP and 
RocFall reported 29 and 18 rocks passing bench 4.  All rocks were stopped on bench 6, with less 
than 5 rocks passing bench 5 in Figure 5.44.  Kinetic energies were less than 10 kJ reported on 
benches 4 and 5, with the exception a maximum  kinetic energy of 36 kJ reported by CRSP on 
bench 4.  Average bounce heights were negligible.  Maximum bounce heights were negligible 
for benches 4 and 5, except for 5.2 meters reported at bench 4 by CRSP.  Kinetic energies, 
bounce heights and velocities for the original 15 meter bench width and 40 percent reduced 
bench width are reported in Appendix F. 
B-1. Results from CRSP and RocFall for cross-section B-B’ with 40% bench loss at bench 6 with rock fall initiated at






















Figure 5.44.  Rock fall initiated at the top of the cross-section C-C’ with 40 percent bench loss 
applied to Triple 15 bench design starting on bench 4.  Rock fall is stopped on bench 6. 
5.2.2.4 Cross-section D-D’ 
Forty percent bench loss was applied to the first triple bench, bench 4.  CRSP and 
RocFall reported 50 and 40 rocks passing bench 4.  All rocks were stopped on bench 6, with less 
than 5 rocks passing bench 5 shown in Figure 5.45.  Kinetic energies were less than 10 kJ for 
benches 4 and 5 with the exception of a maximum kinetic energy of 43 kJ reported by CRSP at 
bench 4.  Bounce heights were negligible overall for benches 4 and 5.  Kinetic energies, bounce 
heights and velocities for the original 15 meter bench width and 40 percent reduced bench width 
are reported in Appendix F. 
5.2.2.5 Cross-section E-E’ 
Forty percent bench loss was applied to the first triple bench, bench 4.  CRSP and 
RocFall reported 1 and 2 rocks passing bench 4.  All rocks stopped on bench 5, shown in Figure 
5.46.  Kinetic energies were less than 10 kJ with negligible bounce heights for bench 4.  Kinetic 
energies, bounce heights and velocities for the original 15 meter bench width and 40 percent 
reduced bench width are reported in Appendix F. 
C-1. Results from CRSP and RocFall for cross-section C-C’ with 40% bench loss at bench 4 with rock fall initiated at





















Figure 5.45.  Rock fall initiated at the top of the cross-section D-D’ with 40 percent bench loss 
applied to Triple 15 bench design starting on bench 4.  Rock fall is stopped on bench 6. 
            
Figure 5.46.  Rock fall initiated at the top of the cross-section E-E’ with 40 percent bench loss 
applied to Triple 15 bench design starting on bench 4.  Rock fall is stopped on bench 5. 
D-1. Results from CRSP and RocFall for cross-section D-D’ with 40% bench loss at bench 4 with rock fall initiated at


















E-1. Results from CRSP and RocFall for cross-section E-E’ with 40% bench loss at bench 4 with rock fall initiated at


















5.3 Assessing the Value of the Normal Coefficient Test Results 
 The results for comparing the estimated normal coefficient to the calibrated normal 
coefficient and the bounce height standard deviation results for assessing the value and 
practicality of the normal coefficient test are presented below. 
5.3.1 Comparing the Estimated Normal Coefficient to the Calibrated Normal Coefficient  
 Newmont’s estimation of the normal coefficient was used as a starting point for 
estimating the calibrated normal coefficient.  The normal coefficient averaged from Newmont’s 
data was 0.162.  The normal coefficient calibrated to the rock fall video run outs and bounce 
heights was 0.20 RocFall and CRSP, respectively.   
5.3.2 Investigating the Bounce Height Standard Deviation 
 To assess if the normal coefficient estimated from Newmont’s data was reliable, the 
bounce height variability was also investigated.  In Newmont’s normal coefficient of restitution 
data, the softer surface had relatively smaller bounce height variation than the harder surface.  
The bounce height standard deviation for all ten rocks dropped ten times for the hard rock 
surface was 102 mm, with the largest standard deviation of 206 mm for one rock dropped ten 
times and the lowest at 15 mm for another rock dropped ten times (Table 5.2).  The bounce 
height standard deviation for all ten rocks dropped ten times on the catch berm surface was 9 
mm, with a standard deviation of 16 mm for one rock dropped ten times and the smallest at 4 
mm for a rock dropped ten times.  The results are listed from hardest to softest surface. 
Table 5.2.  Bounce height standard deviation values for each surface tested. 
Surface Std. Deviation for All (mm) Average (mm) Low (mm) High (mm) 
Hard Rock 102 67.4 15 206 
Haul Road 15.8 13.5 6.2 31 
Pit Floor 13.4 12.3 6.9 22.4 
Catch Berm 10.2 9 4.2 16 
 
5.3.3 Evaluation of Rock Fall Video 
 The three rock falls recorded for one location appeared to have consistent run outs and 
bounce heights.  This was true for the three rock fall events recorded at the other two locations 
except for a few minor variances in rock end points.  Rock fall was difficult to view and 







6.1 Discussion of Proposed Bench Designs 
The existing benches appear to be highly damaged from blasting resulting in rocks 
dominantly rolling over each bench edge with the occasional rock clearing a bench when falling 
from one to the other.  Approximately 95-100 percent of rocks passed each existing bench edge 
in the rock fall modeling for all cross-sections, save for cross-section B-B’ where approximately 
55 percent of rocks passed existing bench edge 3 and cross-section E-E’ where approximately 12 
percent of rocks passed bench 3.  The rolling nature of the rock fall resulted in dominantly 
negligible average bounce heights.  Maximum bounce heights varied, with a maximum reported 
at 23 meters by CRSP out of all the data in cross-section E-E’ at bench 1.  However, average 
bounce heights are observed to be more realistic according to CRSP.  Average kinetic energies 
observed from the rock fall at existing bench edges are less than 35 kJ, with the maximum 
kinetic energies no greater than 88 kJ.  Each slope is different and the areas of concern are 
discussed for each cross-section in the following sections. 
Overall, the increase in bench width resulted in an increase in rock fall mitigation.  The 
results from all five cross-sections indicate that the proposed triple benches 16.4, 15.2 and 15 
stopped the most rocks when added to the existing slopes.  The increase in bench width 
prevented less than 15 rocks passing the first added proposed bench design, with most rocks 
stopped on those benches.  The other proposed bench designs with smaller bench widths, Triple 
14.4, 13.2, and Double 12.4, 9.2 and the Current bench design, had an increase in rocks passing 
the first proposed bench design most likely due to the short width not catching most falling 
rocks.  For each cross-section, the bench designs are listed from most to least effective rock fall 
mitigation.  This was based on the number of rocks passing the first added proposed bench 
design in the cross-section.  
It should be noted that results from CRSP and RocFall differ in some cases which may be 
caused by different algorithms used in each program.  Maximum bounce heights reported by 
CRSP may be exaggerated, as stated in the CRSP Manual, and reported average bounce heights 
are more realistic.   
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6.1.2 Cross-section A-A’ 
Kinetic energies on benches in all the models were less than 76 kJ and bounce heights 
less than 10.5 meters. The higher kinetic energies and bounce heights were observed on the 
current, deteriorated slopes.  The slope’s most questionable bench is bench 2 where kinetic 
energies were the highest, as well as bounce heights reported from CRSP.  This may be due to 
the bench deterioration, creating a reduced bench width that is unable to catch rock fall.  Overall, 
on benches 1, 2 and 3, CRSP reported a maximum kinetic energy of 76 kJ with a max bounce 
height of 10.5 meters and 100 percent of rocks passing benches 1, 2 and 3.  RocFall reported 
smaller maximum kinetic energies of 26 kJ and smaller maximum bounce heights of 1.8 meters.  
The differences in these results between RocFall and CRSP may be due to the difference in 
program algorithms.  Overall, the increase in bench width of the proposed benches decreased 
rock from falling further.  Cross-section A-A’ had success with the addition of triple benches 
16.4, 15.2, 14.4 and 15 by stopping most rocks on bench 5 with less than 10 passing onto bench 
6.  The benches are listed below from most effective to least effective at rock fall mitigation.  
There are no significant differences in results for Triple 16.4, 15.2,14. 4 and 15 bench designs. 
1. Triple 16.4 – Figure A-1 
2. Triple 15.2 – Figure A-2 
3. Triple 14.4 – Figure A-3   
4. Triple 15 – Figure A-4 
5. Triple 13.2 – Figure A-5 
6. Double 12.4 – Figure A-6 
7. Double 9.2 – Figure A-7 
8. Current– Figure A-8 
6.1.2 Cross-section B-B’ 
Based on maximum bounce heights of 7 to 8 meters reported from rock fall on benches 2, 
3 and 5 and the maximum kinetic energy of 88 kJ reported on bench edge 3, most likely due to 
the rocks falling from bench 2 that clearing bench 3.  The difference in rock passing data where 
CRSP reported 57 percent of rocks passing at bench edge 3 and RocFall reporting 99 percent of 
rocks passing may be due to the difference in algorithms of the programs. 
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The results for the added proposed benches to the existing slope for the B-B’ cross-section 
are similar to the results from cross-section A-A’.  As the bench width increases the number of 
rocks passing the added proposed bench (Bench 6 in the figures) is reduced. The benches listed 
below are listed from most effective to least effective at reducing rock fall. 
1. Triple 16.4 – Figure B-1 
2. Triple 15.2 – Figure B-2 
3. Triple 15 – Figure B-3 
4. Triple 14.4 – Figure B-4 
5. Triple 13.2 – Figure B-5 
6. Double 12.4 – Figure B-6 
7. Double 9.2 – Figure B-7 
8. Current – Figure B-8 
6.1.3 Cross-section C-C’ 
The existing slope for cross-section C-C’ has deteriorated benches similar to the other 
cross-sections resulting in reduced rock fall mitigation on the existing benches.  Benches 1, 2 and 
3 do not provide sufficient rock fall mitigation due approximately 98 percent of rocks passing 
each bench when modeled in CRSP and RocFall, as well as the results of some rocks falling 
from bench 1 and clearing bench 2 in CRSP.   
 As in cross-sections A-A’ and B-B’, the increase in bench width of the proposed benches 
increases the rock fall mitigation.  The benches are listed below from most effective to least 
effective rock fall mitigation: 
1. Triple 16.4 – Figure C-1 
2. Triple 15.2 – Figure C-2 
3. Triple 15 – Figure C-3 
4. Triple 14.4 – Figure C-4 
5. Triple 13.2 – Figure C-5 
6. Double 12.4 – Figure C-6 
7. Double 9.2 – Figure C-7 
8. Current – Figure C-8 
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6.1.4 Cross-section D-D’ 
 The existing slope for cross-section D-D’ has highly damaged slopes from blasting 
resulting in 100 percent of rocks passing benches 1, 2 and 3.  Kinetic energies are relatively high, 
as well, with the max reaching approximately 60 kJ in CRSP and an average of approximately 20 
kJ for falling rocks on benches 1, 2 and 3.  Bounce heights reached a maximum of 11 meters in 
CRSP at bench 3.  Average bounce heights were relatively low at less than 3 meters reported by 
CRSP and RocFall. 
 Cross-section D-D’ exhibited higher values of rocks passing the Triple bench designs 
16.4, 15. 2 and 15 and the current slope may be more damaged from blasting that the other cross-
sections.  However, the rank of benches from most effective to least effective at rock fall 
mitigation is still the same, as listed below. 
1. Triple 16.4 – Figure D-1 
2. Triple 15.2 – Figure D-2 
3. Triple 15 – Figure D-3 
4. Triple 14.4 – Figure D-4 
5. Triple 13.2 – Figure D-5 
6. Double 12.4 – Figure D-6 
7. Double 9.2 – Figure D-7 
8. Current – Figure D-8 
6.1.5 Cross-section E-E’ 
 The existing slope for cross-section E-E’ has most rocks stopped on bench 2.  This allows 
for optimal rock fall mitigation by the added bench designs starting at bench 4.  Only the Current 
and Double 9.2 bench designs had less than 5 rocks passing onto bench 5.  All other proposed 
bench designs had rock stopped on bench 4.  Listed below are the benches ranked from most to 
least effective at stopping rocks on bench 4. 
1. Triple 16.4 – Figure D-1 
2. Triple 15.2 – Figure D-2 
3. Triple 15 – Figure D-3 
4. Triple 14.4 – Figure D-4 
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5. Triple 13.2 – Figure D-5 
6. Double 12.4 – Figure D-6 
7. Double 9.2 – Figure D-7 
8. Current – Figure D-8 
6.2 Bench Design Chosen for Further Modeling with 40 Percent Bench Loss 
 Triple 15 with a 36 meter height was chosen for further modeling based on its advantage 
of having a shorter width while still having rock fall mitigation results similar to Triple benches 
15.2 and 16.4, which had wider widths.  This bench design stopped the most rocks on the first 
added bench to the cross-section out of all bench designs, and, therefore, resulted in lower kinetic 
energies and bounce heights observed on the following benches.  The shorter bench width allows 
the mine to reach its economic goals, as well as design goals. 
6.3 Discussion of Triple 15 Bench Design with 40 percent Bench Loss 
 Results from rock fall initiated at the 40 percent bench loss location (9 meter bench) and 
at the top of each of the five cross-sections are discussed below. 
6.3.1 Discussion of Rock Fall Initiated at the 9 Meter Bench 
When rock fall was initiated at the 9 meter bench, the design still proved effective at 
stopping most rocks on the bench below it.  Most rocks were stopped on the bench below the 9 
meter bench with less than 10 rocks passing onto the next bench.  Kinetic energies were less than 
10 kJ.  The rock fall mitigation effectiveness of the benches below the damaged bench was 
suitable. 
6.3.2 Discussion of Rock Fall Initiated at the Top of the Slope 
  Overall, when the Triple 15 design was reduced to 9 meters wide, rock fall was stopped 
one bench further down than when it was 15 meters wide.  For example, in cross-section B-B’, 
rock fall was stopped on bench 7 with the original 15 meter width and when the 9 meter bench 
was added, rock fall was stopped on bench 8.   However, there were fewer than 5 rocks passing 
onto bench 8.  This was true for all of the cross-sections with the exception of cross-section A-
A’, where rock fall was stopped on bench 6 with the 9 meter bench and the original 15 meter 
bench widths.   
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As expected, more rocks passed the 9 meter wide bench than the 15 meter wide bench.  
Cross-sections A-A’ and E-E’ had less than an additional 5 rocks passing the 9 meter wide bench 
compared to the original 15 meter bench.  Cross-sections B-B’, C-C’ and D-D’ had an additional 
20 to 40 rocks passing the 9 meter wide bench compared to the original 15 meter wide bench.   
Average kinetic energies observed for all cross-sections at the 9 meter wide bench were 
less than 10 kJ reported by CRSP and RocFall, similar to the undamaged 15 meter bench width 
results.  Maximum kinetic energies were dominantly less than 10 kJ at the 9 meter wide bench 
reported by RocFall and CRSP, similar to the 15 meter bench width results, except in cross-
sections C-C’ and D-D’ where 36 kJ and 43 kJ were reported by CRSP.  All kinetic energies 
observed on the benches below the 9 meter wide bench were less than 10 kJ reported by CRSP 
and RocFall, similar to the undamaged 15 meter width results.  Bounce heights were still 
negligible overall. 
 Rock fall mitigation at the 9 meter wide bench, the first added bench in the cross-section, 
particularly in cross-sections C-C’ and D-D’, would reduce the amount of rocks passing onto 
benches below as well as the kinetic energies.  An attenuator system with a fence and net would 
reduce the rock fall and guide the rocks onto the benches below with reduced velocity and 
kinetic energy.  This would improve the rock fall effectiveness of the benches below. 
6.4 Discussion of the Value of the Normal Coefficient Test 
 The discussion of the value of then normal coefficient test is discussed below.  The 
difference in the estimated versus calibrated normal coefficient is discussed, as well as the 
bounce height standard deviation as the test surface increases in hardness. 
6.4.1 Comparing the Estimated Normal Coefficient to the Calibrated Normal Coefficient 
 The estimated normal coefficient from Newmont’s testing data was 0.162 and the 
calibrated was 0.20.  When modeled, a normal coefficient of 0.162 resulted in relatively shorter 
rock fall run outs than observed in the rock fall videos and Newmont’s rock fall run out data.  
Newmont’s estimated normal coefficient provided a calibration starting point, but the calibration 
process determined the final value used in rock fall modeling.  This test was not practical to 
calculate the normal coefficient to use in rock fall modeling calibration.  Rock fall video is more 
reliable for calculating rock fall modeling parameters to use in the calibration process.  For 
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example, rock fall video with high speed cameras has been used to assess the velocity, bounce 
heights, rock fall paths and even energies to use in the calibration process (Arndt et al., 2009).  
 It should be noted that the average hard rock surface normal coefficient was 0.22, without 
averaging the pit floor surface with it.  If this value was used in the modeling, it would have 
resulted in rock fall representative of that in the rock fall videos.  However, the open pit slopes 
were a mixture of compacted gravel and hard rock surface, not just the hard rock surface.  Since 
the final calibrated value for the open pit slope was larger than the averaged, it may be inferred 
that the calibrated hard rock surface coefficient may be larger than 0.22.  These differences may 
be due to bounce height variability, human error in recording bounce height, possible fractured 
and damaged rocks used in test and rock shape-all which may affect the energy absorbed and 
reflected on the bounce surface.  This may affect the bounce height recorded and the normal 
coefficient calculation which may reduce the value of the normal coefficient test.  
6.4.2 The Normal Coefficient Tests’ Bounce Height Standard Deviation Discussion 
 From the results, the harder the surface the rock was dropped on, the higher the bounce 
height standard deviation.  This is most likely because the softer surface absorbs more energy 
from the falling rock than the hard surface. Therefore, when the bounce heights are larger, the 
standard deviations may be larger, as well.  Thus, it may be inferred that the softer the surface 
used in the normal coefficient test, the smaller the bounce height standard deviation, and the 
more reliable normal coefficient.  This is considered possible if bounce height recording and 
rock type and shape used are consistent and human error is reduced. 
 There are many factors affecting the bounce height.  Rock shape, weight and size may 
affect the absorption and reflection of energy when the rock impacts the floor.  As noticed in the 
test records, the rocks would frequently splinter upon impact, altering the shape of the rock 
causing inconsistent results. The inconsistencies in these variables outweigh the benefits of 
conducting the normal coefficient test due to the variability of the normal coefficient results.   
6.5 Discussion of the Value of Multiple Rock Fall Videos 
The rock fall videos were valuable in the calibration process because they had mostly 
consistent rock fall run outs and bounce heights observed in each video used for model 
calibration.  Therefore, it may be inferred that if the run out and bounce heights for one location 
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were consistent between the three videos, then the multiple recordings may not be necessary.  
Conversely, if the run out and bounce heights were inconsistent between the three videos, then 
the average run out and bounce height could be estimated and three or more rock fall recordings 
























7.1 Rock Fall Modeling 
Most of the current slope benches show signs of blast damage that resulted in insufficient 
rock fall mitigation based on increased rock fall run out and high kinetic energies observed in 
modeling and rock fall events in the open pit.  Bounce heights are generally negligible due to the 
rolling nature of the rock fall.  The following are conclusions of the rock fall mitigation 
effectiveness of the proposed bench designs. 
 Overall, modeling showed that when the proposed bench designs with larger widths were 
added, there was a decrease in rock fall run out, number of rocks passing the added 
benches, kinetic energies, bounce heights and velocities. 
 
 There were no significant differences in rock fall run out results for Triple bench designs 
15, 15.2 and 16.4.  Therefore, Triple 15 bench design was chosen for further modeling 
because of its ability to provide rock fall mitigation as efficiently as the larger bench 
width designs 15.2 and 16 meters. 
 
 Maximum kinetic energies for all rock fall calculated on existing benches modeled were 
less than 88 kJ, reported by CRSP and RocFall.  Average kinetic energies are less than 36 
kJ reported, by CRSP and RocFall.   
 
 Overall kinetic energies for rock fall observed on 15-16.4 meter wide proposed benches 
were dominantly less than 10 kJ with negligible bounce heights in all five cross-sections 
from the open pit when rock fall was initiated at the top of the cross-section. 
 
 The rock fall mitigation effectiveness of the Triple 15 bench design with 40 percent 
reduced bench width depended on the rock quality of the benches above it in the cross-
section modeled from the open pit.  Cross-section E-E’ had the best rock fall mitigation 
results with the 40 percent reduced bench when rock fall was initiated at the top of the 
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cross-section.  This was due to the better quality of the second bench that was able to stop 
rocks from rolling onto the third and fourth bench (which was a 9 meter bench).  
Conversely, D-D’ also had three existing benches above the 9 meter bench (the fourth 
bench). The second bench was more deteriorated than the second bench in E-E’ and 
therefore had more rocks passing onto the third and fourth benches.  
 
 When modeling the Triple15 bench with 40 percent reduced bench width (9 meters wide 
bench), most rocks were stopped on the bench below the 9 meter wide bench, just as 
when the cross-sections were modeled with the 15 meter wide bench.  This was true for 
when rock fall was initiated at the top of the slope and at the 9 meter wide bench.  There 
was the exception of fewer than 10 rocks passing onto the second bench below the 9 
meter wide bench in some cross-sections, which was not observed when the 15 meter 
wide bench was modeled.   
7.2 Evaluating the Value of the Normal Coefficient Test 
The normal coefficient test provided an initial estimate to begin the rock fall model 
calibration process, but the calibration process determined the final value used in rock fall 
modeling.   
 The test served as a guide for choosing a normal coefficient in this research; however, the 
rock fall video was more useful in the calibration process.  This is because the bounce 
heights and run out observed in the video were used to calibrate the model and the normal 
coefficient was still subject to change in the calibration process.  This test was not 
practical considering the availability of other confirmed methods to measure rock fall 
parameters for model calibration, such as rock fall video. 
 
 It was also observed that softer surface bounce height variations were smaller than harder 
surface bounce height variations in this research.   
 
 Bounce height may be affected by rock shape, type, weight and size.  These differences 
may cause discrepancies in bounce height for one rock type and therefore cause 
discrepancies in the normal coefficient calculated for that rock type.  The variability of 
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these results may outweigh the benefits of conducting the normal coefficient test due to 
the availability of more reliable parameters to use in rock fall model calibration. 
7.3 Evaluating the Value of Multiple Rock Fall Video 
 Multiple rock fall videos were advantageous in the calibration process because: 
 The observed bounce heights and run outs can be compared and confirmed between rock 
fall videos for the calibration process.  
 
 The more rock fall videos for one location, the more confident the run outs and bounce 


















8.1 Rock Fall Modeling  
 The Triple 15 Bench Design is recommended for future bench cuts in the open pit.  This 
design was chosen over the Triple 15.2 and 16.4 bench designs due to its ability to provide 
similar rock fall mitigation results as these bench designs because it allows less waste rock 
removal in the open pit.  Although, this design provides substantial rock fall mitigation, 
additional rock fall mitigation is recommended at the first added bench on the slope to mitigate 
the few rock fall events observed in modeling that the added bench design fails to stop. 
Additional rock fall mitigation cannot be added to the current slope due to inaccessibility. 
Due to kinetic energies of less than 100 kJ, negligible bounce heights, long rock fall run 
out and rolling nature of the rock fall due to the deteriorated benches, a drape system at the first 
added bench on the slope is recommended.  The drape will guide the rock onto the bench below 
and reduce the kinetic energy and velocity so that the rock fall is controlled and has a shorter run 
out.  Additional rock fall mitigation may added on future benches being cut to reduce rock fall 
caused by eventual bench deterioration from benches above due to blasting, as modeled in the 40 
percent reduced  bench width modeling.  Access to the rock fall mitigation areas must be 
considered, in order to clean out the accumulated debris. 
8.2 The Normal Coefficient Test 
 .  The normal coefficient test was not a practical test to conduct because of the 
uncertainty of the results.  There are other proven methods to asses s rock fall parameters to use 
in the calibration process.    Following rock fall video procedures developed in previous research 
is recommended to evaluate rock fall parameters to use in the calibration process.  Rock fall 
parameters that have been assessed through rock fall video include bounce height, velocities, as 
well as energies (Arndt et al., 2009).  Multiple variables are more beneficial than a single 
variable to use in rock fall model calibration.  
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8.3 Multiple Rock Fall Video 
 Multiple rock fall videos were useful, however, the more parameters available to calibrate 
the rock fall model to, the more representative the model will be.  Rock fall video recording 
procedures developed in previous rock fall research is recommended.  High-speed cameras to 
record rock fall located at at least three vantage points. The multiple vantage point recordings 
provide perspective and more accurate estimates of  bounce heights, velocity and subsequent 
























Modeling is useful a tool to aid in design and investigating different scenarios and 
possibilities.  However, it is still a simplification of reality and should be used as an aid towards 
decision making, not replacing engineering judgment.  The limitations of CRSP and RocFall 
were explained above.   
It should be noted that density was not determined for the rock by standard methods that 
include weighing the rock and finding its volume, by measuring how much water it displaces, to 
calculate the density.  Density was calculated from the rock weight and estimated length, width 
and height of the rock.  This may produce values not as accurate as standard density testing 
because of the irregular nature of the rock dimensions. Therefore, literature review was 
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CROSS-SECTION A-A’ RESULTS 
 
 
Table A-1.  Results for cross-section A-A' bench edges with added Triple 16.4 






(m) Velocity (m/s) 
Rocks 
Passing Data 
Point Bench  
 
Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 19890 32476 0.8 2.1 12.7 16.7 99 
 
RocFall 13983 20998 0.4 1.8 10.5 13.8 100 
 




    
 2 CRSP 35227 76914 2.1 10.5 16.6 27.2 99 
 
RocFall 10732 26389 0.8 1.8 9.2 14.2 100 
 




    
 3 CRSP 9488 55045 0.3 2.8 8.0 22.9 99 
 
RocFall 4638 30856 0.1 1.2 5.7 14.9 100 
 




    
 4 CRSP 11789 51493 0.7 5.2 7.1 22.5 60 
 
RocFall 4398 63814 0.4 4.7 4.7 23.5 26 
 




    
 5 CRSP 2732 4302 0.1 0.2 4.2 5.6 2 
 
RocFall 2671 2848 0.0 0.0 3.7 3.8 2 
 




    
 6 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 

















Table A-2.  Results for cross-section A-A' bench edges with added proposed 





(m) Velocity (m/s) 
Rocks 
Passing 
Data Point Bench 
 
Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 19890 32476 0.8 2.1 12.7 16.7 99 
 
RocFall 13983 20998 0.4 1.8 10.5 13.8 100 
 




    
 2 CRSP 35227 76914 2.1 10.5 16.6 27.2 99 
 
RocFall 10732 26389 0.8 1.8 9.2 14.2 100 
 




    
 3 CRSP 9488 55045 0.3 2.8 8.0 22.9 99 
 
RocFall 4638 30856 0.1 1.2 5.7 14.9 100 
 




    
 4 CRSP 11789 51493 0.7 5.2 7.1 22.5 60 
 
RocFall 4398 63814 0.4 4.7 4.7 23.5 26 
 




    
 5 CRSP 1661 2167 0.0 0.0 3.4 4.0 3 
 
RocFall 2633 4102 0.0 0.0 3.2 5.0 2 
 




    
 6 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 












Table A-3.  Results for cross-section A-A' bench edges with added proposed 






(m) Velocity (m/s) 
Rocks 
Passing 
Data Point Bench 
 
Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 19890 32476 0.8 2.1 12.7 16.7 99 
 
RocFall 13983 20998 0.4 1.8 10.5 13.8 100 
 




    
 2 CRSP 35227 76914 2.1 10.5 16.6 27.2 99 
 
RocFall 10732 26389 0.8 1.8 9.2 14.2 100 
 




    
 3 CRSP 9488 55045 0.3 2.8 8.0 22.9 99 
 
RocFall 4638 30856 0.1 1.2 5.7 14.9 100 
 




    
 4 CRSP 11789 51493 0.7 5.2 7.1 22.5 60 
 
RocFall 4398 63814 0.4 4.7 4.7 23.5 26 
 




    
 5 CRSP 1916 1916 0.1 0.1 3.7 3.7 1 
 
RocFall 2151 2841 0.0 0.0 3.3 3.9 3 
 




    
 6 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 













Table A-4.  Results for cross-section A-A’ bench edges with added proposed 






(m) Velocity (m/s) 
Rocks 
Passing 
Data Point Bench 
 
Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 19890 32476 0.8 2.1 12.7 16.7 99 
 
RocFall 13983 20998 0.4 1.8 10.5 13.8 100 
 




    
 2 CRSP 35227 76914 2.1 10.5 16.6 27.2 99 
 
RocFall 10732 26389 0.8 1.8 9.2 14.2 100 
 




    
 3 CRSP 9488 55045 0.3 2.8 8.0 22.9 99 
 
RocFall 4638 30856 0.1 1.2 5.7 14.9 100 
 




    
 4 CRSP 11789 51493 0.7 5.2 7.1 22.5 60 
 
RocFall 4398 63814 0.4 4.7 4.7 23.5 26 
 




    
 5 CRSP 2698 5002 0.0 0.0 3.9 6.1 2 
 
RocFall 2738 4052 0.0 0.0 3.5 5.0 2 
 




    
 6 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 






















Table A-5.  Results for cross-section A-A' bench edges with added proposed 





(m) Velocity (m/s) 
Rocks 
Passing 
Data Point Bench 
 
Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 19890 32476 0.8 2.1 12.7 16.7 99 
 
RocFall 13983 20998 0.4 1.8 10.5 13.8 100 
 




    
 2 CRSP 35227 76914 2.1 10.5 16.6 27.2 99 
 
RocFall 10732 26389 0.8 1.8 9.2 14.2 100 
 




    
 3 CRSP 9488 55045 0.3 2.8 8.0 22.9 99 
 
RocFall 4638 30856 0.1 1.2 5.7 14.9 100 
 




    
 4 CRSP 11789 51493 0.7 5.2 7.1 22.5 60 
 
RocFall 4398 63814 0.4 4.7 4.7 23.5 26 
 




    
 5 CRSP 1848 2609 0.1 0.2 3.6 4.3 4 
 
RocFall 1710 4677 0.0 0.0 2.0 5.5 4 
 




    
 6 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 












Table A-6.  Results for cross-section A-A' bench edges with added proposed Double 12.4 bench 





(m) Velocity (m/s) 
Rocks 
Passing 
Data Point Bench 
 
Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 19890 32476 0.8 2.1 12.7 16.7 99 
 
RocFall 13983 20998 0.4 1.8 10.5 13.8 100 
 




    
 2 CRSP 35227 76914 2.1 10.5 16.6 27.2 99 
 
RocFall 10732 26389 0.8 1.8 9.2 14.2 100 
 




    
 3 CRSP 9488 55045 0.3 2.8 8.0 22.9 99 
 
RocFall 4638 30856 0.1 1.2 5.7 14.9 100 
 




    
 4 CRSP 11789 51493 0.7 5.2 7.1 22.5 60 
 
RocFall 4398 63814 0.4 4.7 4.7 23.5 26 
 




    
 5 CRSP 1273 2382 0.1 0.2 2.6 4.1 3 
 
RocFall 2534 3697 0.0 0.0 3.5 4.8 5 
 




    
 6 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 























Table A-7.  Results for cross-section A-A’ bench edges with added proposed 
Double 9.2 bench design starting at bench 5. 





(m) Velocity (m/s) 
Rocks 
Passing 
Data Point Bench 
 
Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 19890 32476 0.8 2.1 12.7 16.7 99 
 
RocFall 13983 20998 0.4 1.8 10.5 13.8 100 
 




    
 2 CRSP 35227 76914 2.1 10.5 16.6 27.2 99 
 
RocFall 10732 26389 0.8 1.8 9.2 14.2 100 
 




    
 3 CRSP 9488 55045 0.3 2.8 8.0 22.9 99 
 
RocFall 4638 30856 0.1 1.2 5.7 14.9 100 
 




    
 4 CRSP 11789 51493 0.7 5.2 7.1 22.5 60 
 
RocFall 4398 63814 0.4 4.7 4.7 23.5 26 
 




    
 5 CRSP 1418 4781 0.0 0.2 2.9 5.9 8 
 
RocFall 1268 4339 0.4 0.5 2.2 5.4 7 
 




    
 6 CRSP 47494 47494 2.2 2.2 21.8 21.8 1 
 
RocFall 963 963 0.0 0.0 2.5 2.5 1 
 




    
 7 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 




Table A-8.  Results for cross-section A-A' bench edges with added the current proposed 
bench design (Current) starting at bench 5. 










Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 19890 32476 0.8 2.1 12.7 16.7 99 
 
RocFall 13983 20998 0.4 1.8 10.5 13.8 100 
 




    
 2 CRSP 35227 76914 2.1 10.5 16.6 27.2 99 
 
RocFall 10732 26389 0.8 1.8 9.2 14.2 100 
 




    
 3 CRSP 9488 55045 0.3 2.8 8.0 22.9 99 
 
RocFall 4638 30856 0.1 1.2 5.7 14.9 100 
 




    
 4 CRSP 11789 51493 0.7 5.2 7.1 22.5 60 
 
RocFall 4398 63814 0.4 4.7 4.7 23.5 26 
 




    
 5 CRSP 2690 5993 0.0 0.2 4.2 6.7 13 
 
RocFall 1232 2719 0.0 0.0 2.3 4.1 14 
 




    
 6 CRSP 14612 21877 2.2 3.4 10.1 14.5 3 
 
RocFall 975 1824 0.0 0.0 2.4 3.6 3 
 




    
 7 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 















CROSS-SECTION B-B’ RESULTS 
 
Table B-1.  Results for cross-section B-B' for each bench edge with Triple 16.4 bench 
design starting at bench 6. 










Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 10890 21346 0.3 1.3 9.3 13.2 99 
  RocFall 7765 10559 0.0 0.0 8.2 9.3 100 




    
 2 CRSP 17367 58620 1.1 8.2 10.5 23.7 99 
  RocFall 6690 17589 0.6 0.7 7.0 10.3 100 




    
 3 CRSP 18796 88421 1.5 8.4 10.3 29.5 57 
  RocFall 13091 56416 0.6 4.6 9.0 23.3 99 




    
 4 CRSP 9020 63531 0.2 3.7 6.7 24.5 52 
  RocFall 6428 66779 0.1 2.4 4.8 24.5 99 




    
 5 CRSP 9493 74912 0.5 7.7 7.4 26.0 52 
  RocFall 5006 75568 0.4 2.4 5.0 24.8 99 




    
 6 CRSP 1167 1803 0.0 0.0 2.8 3.7 5 
  RocFall 1845 2413 0.0 0.0 2.6 3.5 3 




    
 7 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 









Table B-2.  Results for cross-section B-B' for each bench edge with Triple 15.2 bench design 
starting at bench 6. 











Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 10890 21346 0.3 1.3 9.3 13.2 99 
 
RocFall 7765 10559 0.0 0.0 8.2 9.3 100 
 




    
 2 CRSP 17367 58620 1.1 8.2 10.5 23.7 99 
 
RocFall 6690 17589 0.6 0.7 7.0 10.3 100 
 




    
 3 CRSP 18796 88421 1.5 8.4 10.3 29.5 57 
 
RocFall 13091 56416 0.6 4.6 9.0 23.3 99 
 




    
 4 CRSP 9020 63531 0.2 3.7 6.7 24.5 52 
 
RocFall 6428 66779 0.1 2.4 4.8 24.5 99 
 




    
 5 CRSP 9493 74912 0.5 7.7 7.4 26.0 52 
 
RocFall 5006 75568 0.4 2.4 5.0 24.8 99 
 




    
 6 CRSP 3758 7523 0.2 0.3 4.8 7.3 3 
 
RocFall 3214 6251 0.0 0.0 4.0 6.2 5 
 




    
 7 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 
















Table B-3.  Results for cross-section B-B' for each bench edge with Triple 15 bench design 
starting on bench 6. 











Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 10890 21346 0.3 1.3 9.3 13.2 99 
 
RocFall 7765 10559 0.0 0.0 8.2 9.3 100 
 




    
 2 CRSP 17367 58620 1.1 8.2 10.5 23.7 99 
 
RocFall 6690 17589 0.6 0.7 7.0 10.3 100 
 




    
 3 CRSP 18796 88421 1.5 8.4 10.3 29.5 57 
 
RocFall 13091 56416 0.6 4.6 9.0 23.3 99 
 




    
 4 CRSP 9020 63531 0.2 3.7 6.7 24.5 52 
 
RocFall 6428 66779 0.1 2.4 4.8 24.5 99 
 




    
 5 CRSP 9493 74912 0.5 7.7 7.4 26.0 52 
 
RocFall 5006 75568 0.4 2.4 5.0 24.8 99 
 




    
 6 CRSP 2746 3536 0.0 0.0 4.4 5.1 2 
 
RocFall 1714 3099 0.0 0.0 2.6 4.1 4 
 




    
 7 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 


















Table B-4.  Results for cross-section B-B' for each bench edge with Triple 14.4 bench 
design starting on bench 6. 










Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 10890 21346 0.3 1.3 9.3 13.2 99 
  RocFall 7765 10559 0.0 0.0 8.2 9.3 100 




    
 2 CRSP 17367 58620 1.1 8.2 10.5 23.7 99 
  RocFall 6690 17589 0.6 0.7 7.0 10.3 100 




    
 3 CRSP 18796 88421 1.5 8.4 10.3 29.5 57 
  RocFall 13091 56416 0.6 4.6 9.0 23.3 99 




    
 4 CRSP 9020 63531 0.2 3.7 6.7 24.5 52 
  RocFall 6428 66779 0.1 2.4 4.8 24.5 99 




    
 5 CRSP 9493 74912 0.5 7.7 7.4 26.0 52 
  RocFall 5006 75568 0.4 2.4 5.0 24.8 99 




    
 6 CRSP 1790 1790 1.7 1.7 4.1 4.1 1 
  RocFall 1754 2040 0.0 0.0 3.0 3.4 3 




    
 7 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 










Table B-5.  Results for cross-section B-B' for each bench edge with Triple 13.2 bench 
design starting on bench 6. 










Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 10890 21346 0.3 1.3 9.3 13.2 99 
  RocFall 7765 10559 0.0 0.0 8.2 9.3 100 




    
 2 CRSP 17367 58620 1.1 8.2 10.5 23.7 99 
  RocFall 6690 17589 0.6 0.7 7.0 10.3 100 




    
 3 CRSP 18796 88421 1.5 8.4 10.3 29.5 57 
  RocFall 13091 56416 0.6 4.6 9.0 23.3 99 




    
 4 CRSP 9020 63531 0.2 3.7 6.7 24.5 52 
  RocFall 6428 66779 0.1 2.4 4.8 24.5 99 




    
 5 CRSP 9493 74912 0.5 7.7 7.4 26.0 52 
  RocFall 5006 75568 0.4 2.4 5.0 24.8 99 




    
 6 CRSP 2465 4234 0.1 0.1 3.8 5.6 4 
  RocFall 2295 4921 0.0 0.0 3.1 5.5 7 




    
 7 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 





Table B-6.  Results for cross-section B-B' for each bench edge with Double 12.4 bench 
design starting on bench 6. 











Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 10890 21346 0.3 1.3 9.3 13.2 99 
 
RocFall 7765 10559 0.0 0.0 8.2 9.3 100 
 




    
 2 CRSP 17367 58620 1.1 8.2 10.5 23.7 99 
 
RocFall 6690 17589 0.6 0.7 7.0 10.3 100 
 




    
 3 CRSP 18796 88421 1.5 8.4 10.3 29.5 57 
 
RocFall 13091 56416 0.6 4.6 9.0 23.3 99 
 




    
 4 CRSP 9020 63531 0.2 3.7 6.7 24.5 52 
 
RocFall 6428 66779 0.1 2.4 4.8 24.5 99 
 




    
 5 CRSP 9493 74912 0.5 7.7 7.4 26.0 52 
 
RocFall 5006 75568 0.4 2.4 5.0 24.8 99 
 




    
 6 CRSP 1691 5911 0.0 0.2 3.1 6.6 6 
 
RocFall 2548 6711 0.0 0.0 3.3 6.6 6 
 




    
 7 CRSP 39077 39077 6.3 6.3 19.8 19.8 1 
 
RocFall 40235 40235 7 7 19.6 19.6 1 
 




    
 8 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 





Table B-7.  Results for cross-section B-B' for each bench edge with Double 9.2 bench 
design starting on bench 6. 











Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 10890 21346 0.3 1.3 9.3 13.2 99 
 
RocFall 7765 10559 0.0 0.0 8.2 9.3 100 
 




    
 2 CRSP 17367 58620 1.1 8.2 10.5 23.7 99 
 
RocFall 6690 17589 0.6 0.7 7.0 10.3 100 
 




    
 3 CRSP 18796 88421 1.5 8.4 10.3 29.5 57 
 
RocFall 13091 56416 0.6 4.6 9.0 23.3 99 
 




    
 4 CRSP 9020 63531 0.2 3.7 6.7 24.5 52 
 
RocFall 6428 66779 0.1 2.4 4.8 24.5 99 
 




    
 5 CRSP 9493 74912 0.5 7.7 7.4 26.0 52 
 
RocFall 5006 75568 0.4 2.4 5.0 24.8 99 
 




    
 6 CRSP 9191 34983 0.3 1.9 6.4 17.8 12 
 
RocFall 7601 36058 0.0 0.3 5.9 17.8 8 
 




    
 7 CRSP 2312 3034 0.0 0.1 4.1 4.7 2 
 
RocFall 534 534 0 0 1.7 1.7 1 
 




    
 8 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 




Table B-8.  Results for cross-section B-B' for each bench edge with current 
bench design starting on bench 6. 
 
         
  
Kinetic Energy (J) 
Bounce Height 






Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 10890 21346 0.3 1.3 9.3 13.2 99 
 
RocFall 7765 10559 0.0 0.0 8.2 9.3 100 
 




    
 2 CRSP 17367 58620 1.1 8.2 10.5 23.7 99 
 
RocFall 6690 17589 0.6 0.7 7.0 10.3 100 
 




    
 3 CRSP 18796 88421 1.5 8.4 10.3 29.5 57 
 
RocFall 13091 56416 0.6 4.6 9.0 23.3 99 
 




    
 4 CRSP 9020 63531 0.2 3.7 6.7 24.5 52 
 
RocFall 6428 66779 0.1 2.4 4.8 24.5 99 
 




    
 5 CRSP 9493 74912 0.5 7.7 7.4 26.0 52 
 
RocFall 5006 75568 0.4 2.4 5.0 24.8 99 
 




    
 6 CRSP 2992 24527 0.1 0.8 4.1 15.3 23 
 
RocFall 3571 33039 0.1 2.0 3.5 17.2 20 
 




    
 7 CRSP 12095 21625 1.6 3.2 9.5 14.5 2 
 
RocFall 482 536 0 0 1.4 2.4 2 
 




    
 8 CRSP 2331 3979 0.2 0.2 3.8 5.3 2 
 







CROSS-SECTION C-C’ RESULTS 
 
 
Table C-1.  Results for cross-section C-C' for each bench edge with added Triple 16.4 










Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 26463 35394 11.7 13.3 14.8 17.9 99 
  RocFall 25881 32872 1.8 4.8 15.1 16.7 98 




    
 2 CRSP 31166 62377 1.4 7.0 15.6 24.4 99 
  RocFall 10677 29879 0.1 0.7 8.7 15.0 98 




    
 3 CRSP 18171 55313 1.0 8.2 10.4 22.8 95 
  RocFall 2931 10643 0.4 0.5 4.4 8.7 98 




    
 4 CRSP 845 1180 0.0 0.1 2.4 3.0 2 
  RocFall 1617 1925 0.0 0.0 2.8 3.0 2 




    
 5 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 






















Table C-2.  Results for cross-section C-C' for each bench edge with added Triple 15.2 










Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 26463 35394 11.7 13.3 14.8 17.9 99 
  RocFall 25881 32872 1.8 4.8 15.1 16.7 98 




    
 2 CRSP 31166 62377 1.4 7.0 15.6 24.4 99 
  RocFall 10677 29879 0.1 0.7 8.7 15.0 98 




    
 3 CRSP 18171 55313 1.0 8.2 10.4 22.8 95 
  RocFall 2931 10643 0.4 0.5 4.4 8.7 98 




    
 4 CRSP 769 769 0.0 0.0 2.4 2.4 1 
  RocFall 2116 2895 0.0 0.0 3.2 4.2 2 




    
 5 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

























Table C-3.  Results for cross-section C-C' for each bench edge with added Triple 15 bench 










Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 26463 35394 11.7 13.3 14.8 17.9 99 
  RocFall 25881 32872 1.8 4.8 15.1 16.7 98 




    
 2 CRSP 31166 62377 1.4 7.0 15.6 24.4 99 
  RocFall 10677 29879 0.1 0.7 8.7 15.0 98 




    
 3 CRSP 18171 55313 1.0 8.2 10.4 22.8 95 
  RocFall 2931 10643 0.4 0.5 4.4 8.7 98 




    
 4 CRSP 1066 1864 0.0 0.1 2.6 3.7 4 
  RocFall 1155 1617 0.0 0.0 2.2 2.9 2 




    
 5 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 



























Table C-4.  Results for cross-section C-C' for each bench edge with added Triple 14.4 bench 










Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 26463 35394 11.7 13.3 14.8 17.9 99 
  RocFall 25881 32872 1.8 4.8 15.1 16.7 98 




    
 2 CRSP 31166 62377 1.4 7.0 15.6 24.4 99 
  RocFall 10677 29879 0.1 0.7 8.7 15.0 98 




    
 3 CRSP 18171 55313 1.0 8.2 10.4 22.8 95 
  RocFall 2931 10643 0.4 0.5 4.4 8.7 98 




    
 4 CRSP 1799 4198 0.0 0.0 3.5 5.6 6 
  RocFall 2444 3895 0.0 0.0 3.8 5.1 5 




    
 5 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

















Table C-5.Results for cross-section C-C' for each bench edge with Triple 13.2 bench design 
starting at bench 4. 










Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 26463 35394 11.7 13.3 14.8 17.9 99 
  RocFall 25881 32872 1.8 4.8 15.1 16.7 98 




    
 2 CRSP 31166 62377 1.4 7.0 15.6 24.4 99 
  RocFall 10677 29879 0.1 0.7 8.7 15.0 98 




    
 3 CRSP 18171 55313 1.0 8.2 10.4 22.8 95 
  RocFall 2931 10643 0.4 0.5 4.4 8.7 98 




    
 4 CRSP 1510 3691 0.0 0.1 3.0 5.3 8 
  RocFall 922 1561 0.0 0.0 2.0 3.2 8 




    
 5 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

















Table C-6.  Results for cross-section C-C' for each bench edge with Double 12.4 bench 










Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 26463 35394 11.7 13.3 14.8 17.9 99 
  RocFall 25881 32872 1.8 4.8 15.1 16.7 98 




    
 2 CRSP 31166 62377 1.4 7.0 15.6 24.4 99 
  RocFall 10677 29879 0.1 0.7 8.7 15.0 98 




    
 3 CRSP 18171 55313 1.0 8.2 10.4 22.8 95 
  RocFall 2931 10643 0.4 0.5 4.4 8.7 98 




    
 4 CRSP 1613 1044 0.0 0.1 2.7 3.4 11 
  RocFall 823 2803 0.0 0.0 1.5 4.2 7 




    
 5 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 



























Table C-7.  Results for cross-section C-C' for each bench edge with Double 9.2 bench design 










Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 26463 35394 11.7 13.3 14.8 17.9 99 
  RocFall 25881 32872 1.8 4.8 15.1 16.7 98 




    
 2 CRSP 31166 62377 1.4 7.0 15.6 24.4 99 
  RocFall 10677 29879 0.1 0.7 8.7 15.0 98 




    
 3 CRSP 18171 55313 1.0 8.2 10.4 22.8 95 
  RocFall 2931 10643 0.4 0.5 4.4 8.7 98 




    
 4 CRSP 7046 38600 0.5 5.3 5.5 19.4 30 
  RocFall 6326 40549 0.3 4.2 4.6 19.6 14 




    
 5 CRSP 1257 1820 0.0 0.0 3.0 3.7 2 
  RocFall 2969 2969 0.0 0.0 4.5 4.5 1 




    
 6 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 























Table C-8.  Results for cross-section C-C' for each bench edge with Current bench design 










Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 26463 35394 11.7 13.3 14.8 17.9 99 
  RocFall 25881 32872 1.8 4.8 15.1 16.7 98 




    
 2 CRSP 31166 62377 1.4 7.0 15.6 24.4 99 
  RocFall 10677 29879 0.1 0.7 8.7 15.0 98 




    
 3 CRSP 18171 55313 1.0 8.2 10.4 22.8 95 
  RocFall 2931 10643 0.4 0.5 4.4 8.7 98 




    
 4 CRSP 13494 80877 1.0 5.8 8.4 28.2 34 
  RocFall 12097 38828 0.7 4.8 7.7 19.3 23 




    
 5 CRSP 7339 21398 1.7 6.4 6.4 14.4 6 
  RocFall 5789 23090 0.9 4.6 4.6 14.8 8 




    
 6 CRSP 1014 1014 0.1 0.1 2.7 2.7 1 
  RocFall 1534 1911 0.0 0.0 3.1 3.3 2 




    
 7 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 















Table D-1.  Results for cross-section D-D' for each bench edge with Triple 16.4 bench 










Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 3781 9262 0.1 0.5 5.2 8.5 100 
  RocFall 2665 3967 0.0 0.0 4.6 5.7 100 




    
 2 CRSP 22982 64130 1.0 7.5 13.4 25.5 100 
  RocFall 13571 18781 1.3 2.8 10.8 12.4 100 




    
 3 CRSP 36698 63658 3.0 11.0 17.7 25.0 100 
  RocFall 10556 26274 0.9 1.4 9.2 14.2 100 




    
 4 CRSP 1752 3152 0.0 0.1 3.5 4.8 9 
  RocFall 2198 4663 0.0 0.0 3.0 5.4 12 




    
 5 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 





Table D-2.  Results for cross-section D-D' for each bench edge with Triple 15.2 bench 










Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 3781 9262 0.1 0.5 5.2 8.5 100 
  RocFall 2665 3967 0.0 0.0 4.6 5.7 100 




    
 2 CRSP 22982 64130 1.0 7.5 13.4 25.5 100 
  RocFall 13571 18781 1.3 2.8 10.8 12.4 100 




    
 3 CRSP 36698 63658 3.0 11.0 17.7 25.0 100 
  RocFall 10556 26274 0.9 1.4 9.2 14.2 100 




    
 4 CRSP 1843 6538 0.0 0.1 3.3 7.0 11 
  RocFall 1804 4431 0.0 0.0 2.6 5.2 15 




    
 5 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 




Table D-3.  Results for cross-section D-D' for each bench edge with Triple 15 bench design 










Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 3781 9262 0.1 0.5 5.2 8.5 100 
  RocFall 2665 3967 0.0 0.0 4.6 5.7 100 




    
 2 CRSP 22982 64130 1.0 7.5 13.4 25.5 100 
  RocFall 13571 18781 1.3 2.8 10.8 12.4 100 




    
 3 CRSP 36698 63658 3.0 11.0 17.7 25.0 100 
  RocFall 10556 26274 0.9 1.4 9.2 14.2 100 




    
 4 CRSP 2104 6599 0.1 0.3 3.6 7.0 16 
  RocFall 2377 4506 0.0 0.0 3.2 5.2 9 




    
 5 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 





Table D-4.  Results for cross-section D-D' for each bench edge with Triple 14.4 bench 










Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 3781 9262 0.1 0.5 5.2 8.5 100 
  RocFall 2665 3967 0.0 0.0 4.6 5.7 100 




    
 2 CRSP 22982 64130 1.0 7.5 13.4 25.5 100 
  RocFall 13571 18781 1.3 2.8 10.8 12.4 100 




    
 3 CRSP 36698 63658 3.0 11.0 17.7 25.0 100 
  RocFall 10556 26274 0.9 1.4 9.2 14.2 100 




    
 4 CRSP 1795 5385 0.1 0.2 3.2 6.3 22 
  RocFall 2045 4241 0.0 0.0 3.0 5.2 18 




    
 5 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 







Table D-5.  Results for cross-section D-D' for each bench edge with Triple 13.2 bench 










Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 3781 9262 0.1 0.5 5.2 8.5 100 
  RocFall 2665 3967 0.0 0.0 4.6 5.7 100 




    
 2 CRSP 22982 64130 1.0 7.5 13.4 25.5 100 
  RocFall 13571 18781 1.3 2.8 10.8 12.4 100 




    
 3 CRSP 36698 63658 3.0 11.0 17.7 25.0 100 
  RocFall 10556 26274 0.9 1.4 9.2 14.2 100 




    
 4 CRSP 2150 5747 0.1 0.3 3.7 6.4 28 
  RocFall 1720 6647 0.0 0.0 2.6 6.7 20 




    
 5 CRSP 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 
  RocFall 489 489 0 0 2 2 1 




    
 6 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 












Table D-6.  Results for cross-section D-D' for each bench edge with Double 12.4 bench 










Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 3781 9262 0.1 0.5 5.2 8.5 100 
  RocFall 2665 3967 0.0 0.0 4.6 5.7 100 




    
 2 CRSP 22982 64130 1.0 7.5 13.4 25.5 100 
  RocFall 13571 18781 1.3 2.8 10.8 12.4 100 




    
 3 CRSP 36698 63658 3.0 11.0 17.7 25.0 100 
  RocFall 10556 26274 0.9 1.4 9.2 14.2 100 




    
 4 CRSP 1886 6153 0.3 0.0 3.4 6.7 31 
  RocFall 3005 5848 0.0 0.0 3.8 6.3 15 




    
 5 CRSP 15203 44263 1.0 3.1 8.5 21.1 3 
  RocFall 22374 45047 2.0 4.3 10.9 20.8 4 




    
 6 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 






Table D-7.  Results for cross-section D-D' for each bench edge with Double 9.2 bench 










Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 3781 9262 0.1 0.5 5.2 8.5 100 
  RocFall 2665 3967 0.0 0.0 4.6 5.7 100 




    
 2 CRSP 22982 64130 1.0 7.5 13.4 25.5 100 
  RocFall 13571 18781 1.3 2.8 10.8 12.4 100 




    
 3 CRSP 36698 63658 3.0 11.0 17.7 25.0 100 
  RocFall 10556 26274 0.9 1.4 9.2 14.2 100 




    
 4 CRSP 2230 8058 0.1 0.3 3.6 7.7 59 
  RocFall 1415 5270 0.0 0.0 2.5 5.8 34 




    
 5 CRSP 24437 48073 1.2 2.8 12.2 21.9 4 
  RocFall 474 925 0.0 0.0 1.3 2.0 3 




    
 6 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 





Table D-8.  Results for cross-section D-D' for each bench edge with Current bench design 










Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 3781 9262 0.1 0.5 5.2 8.5 100 
  RocFall 2665 3967 0.0 0.0 4.6 5.7 100 




    
 2 CRSP 22982 64130 1.0 7.5 13.4 25.5 100 
  RocFall 13571 18781 1.3 2.8 10.8 12.4 100 




    
 3 CRSP 36698 63658 3.0 11.0 17.7 25.0 100 
  RocFall 10556 26274 0.9 1.4 9.2 14.2 100 




    
 4 CRSP 2773 7519 0.1 0.4 4.2 7.4 58 
  RocFall 1998 5904 0.0 0.0 3.3 6.5 43 




    
 5 CRSP 17517 51204 1.0 5.2 9.9 22.7 14 
  RocFall 664 1807 0.0 0.0 1.8 3.4 12 




    
 6 CRSP 12989 20145 3.6 6.4 10.0 13.8 3 
  RocFall 582 709 0.0 0.0 1.8 2.1 2 




    
 7 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 














CROSS-SECTION E-E’ RESULTS 
 
Table E-1.  Results for cross-section E-E' for each bench edge with Triple 16.4 bench 










Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 2405 9375 0.1 0.5 3.9 8.4 81 
  RocFall 3773 8758 1.9 2.0 5.4 8.3 79 




    
 2 CRSP 16655 53265 1.3 7.8 9.3 23.1 12 
  RocFall 504 1302 0.0 0.0 1.4 3.0 12 




    
 3 CRSP 1859 2836 0.1 0.1 3.6 4.6 5 
  RocFall 1795 4901 0.0 0.0 3.7 6.1 12 




    
 4 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
  RocFall 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 
Table E-2.   Results for cross-section E-E' for each bench edge with Triple 15.2 bench 










Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 2405 9375 0.1 0.5 3.9 8.4 81 
  RocFall 3773 8758 1.9 2.0 5.4 8.3 79 




    
 2 CRSP 16655 53265 1.3 7.8 9.3 23.1 12 
  RocFall 504 1302 0.0 0.0 1.4 3.0 12 




    
 3 CRSP 1859 2836 0.1 0.1 3.6 4.6 5 
  RocFall 1795 4901 0.0 0.0 3.7 6.1 12 




    
 4 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 




Table E-3.   Results for cross-section E-E' for each bench edge with Triple 15 bench design 










Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 2405 9375 0.1 0.5 3.9 8.4 81 
  RocFall 3773 8758 1.9 2.0 5.4 8.3 79 




    
 2 CRSP 16655 53265 1.3 7.8 9.3 23.1 12 
  RocFall 504 1302 0.0 0.0 1.4 3.0 12 




    
 3 CRSP 1859 2836 0.1 0.1 3.6 4.6 5 
  RocFall 1795 4901 0.0 0.0 3.7 6.1 12 




    
 4 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
  RocFall 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 
Table E-4. Results for cross-section E-E' for each bench edge with Triple 14.4 bench design 











Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 2405 9375 0.1 0.5 3.9 8.4 81 
  RocFall 3773 8758 1.9 2.0 5.4 8.3 79 




    
 2 CRSP 16655 53265 1.3 7.8 9.3 23.1 12 
  RocFall 504 1302 0.0 0.0 1.4 3.0 12 




    
 3 CRSP 1859 2836 0.1 0.1 3.6 4.6 5 
  RocFall 1795 4901 0.0 0.0 3.7 6.1 12 




    
 4 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 






Table E-5. Results for cross-section E-E' for each bench edge with Triple 13.2 bench design 










Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 2405 9375 0.2 0.5 3.9 8.4 81 
  RocFall 3773 8758 1.9 2.0 5.4 8.3 79 




    
 2 CRSP 16655 53265 1.3 7.8 9.3 23.1 12 
  RocFall 504 1302 0.0 0.0 1.4 3.0 12 




    
 3 CRSP 1859 2836 0.1 0.1 3.6 4.6 5 
  RocFall 1795 4901 0.0 0.0 3.7 6.1 12 




    
 4 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
  RocFall 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 
Table E-6.  Results for cross-section E-E' for each bench edge with Double 12.4 bench 










Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 2405 9375 0.2 0.5 3.9 8.4 81 
  RocFall 3773 8758 1.9 2.0 5.4 8.3 79 




    
 2 CRSP 16655 53265 1.3 7.8 9.3 23.1 12 
  RocFall 504 1302 0.0 0.0 1.4 3.0 12 




    
 3 CRSP 1859 2836 0.1 0.1 3.6 4.6 5 
  RocFall 1795 4901 0.0 0.0 3.7 6.1 12 




    
 4 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 






Table E-7.  Results for cross-section E-E' for each bench edge with Double 9.2 bench design 





(m) Velocity (m/s) 
Rocks 
Passing 
Data Point Bench 
 
Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 2405 9375 0.1 0.5 3.9 8.4 81 
  RocFall 3773 8758 1.9 2.0 5.4 8.3 79 




    
 2 CRSP 16655 53265 1.3 7.8 9.3 23.1 12 
  RocFall 504 1302 0.0 0.0 1.4 3.0 12 




    
 3 CRSP 1859 2836 0.1 0.1 3.6 4.6 5 
  RocFall 1795 4901 0.0 0.0 3.7 6.1 12 




    
 4 CRSP 1672 1672 0.1 0.1 3.4 3.4 1 
  RocFall 614 614 0.0 0.0 1.1 1.1 1 




    
 5 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 














Table E-8. Results for cross-section E-E' for each bench edge with Current bench design 










Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 2405 9375 0.1 0.5 3.9 8.4 81 
  RocFall 3773 8758 1.9 2.0 5.4 8.3 79 




    
 2 CRSP 16655 53265 1.3 7.8 9.3 23.1 12 
  RocFall 504 1302 0.0 0.0 1.4 3.0 12 




    
 3 CRSP 1859 2836 0.1 0.1 3.6 4.6 5 
  RocFall 1795 4901 0.0 0.0 3.7 6.1 12 




    
 4 CRSP 3794 3794 0.1 0.1 5.3 5.3 1 
  RocFall 889 1051 0.0 0.0 2.0 2.3 4 




    
 5 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

















FORTY PERCENT BENCH LOSS RESULTS FOR ROCK FALL INITIATED AT THE TOP 
OF THE CROSS-SECTION 
 
Table F-1.  Cross-section A-A’ results for 40 percent bench loss at bench 5 with rock fall 
initiating at the top of the cross-section.  The black box indicates the added benches. 
         
  
Kinetic Energy (J) 
Bounce Height 
(m) Velocity (m/s) 
Rocks 
Passing 
Data Point Bench 
 
Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 19890 32476 0.8 2.1 12.7 16.7 99 
 
RocFall 13983 20998 0.4 1.8 10.5 13.8 100 
 




    
 2 CRSP 35227 76914 2.1 10.5 16.6 27.2 99 
 
RocFall 10732 26389 0.8 1.8 9.2 14.2 100 
 




    
 3 CRSP 9488 55045 0.3 2.8 8.0 22.9 99 
 
RocFall 4638 30856 0.1 1.2 5.7 14.9 100 
 




    
 4 CRSP 11789 51493 0.7 5.2 7.1 22.5 60 
 
RocFall 4398 63814 0.4 4.7 4.7 23.5 26 
 




    
 5 CRSP 2199 3006 0.0 0.1 4.0 4.7 3 
 
RocFall 1799 5391 0.0 0.0 2.4 6.1 7 
 




    
 6 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 








Table F-2. Cross-section A-A’ results for original Triple 15 meter bench width design starting at 






(m) Velocity (m/s) 
Rocks 
Passing Data 
Point Bench  
 
Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 19890 32476 0.8 2.1 12.7 16.7 99 
 
RocFall 13983 20998 0.4 1.8 10.5 13.8 100 
 




    
 2 CRSP 35227 76914 2.1 10.5 16.6 27.2 99 
 
RocFall 10732 26389 0.8 1.8 9.2 14.2 100 
 




    
 3 CRSP 9488 55045 0.3 2.8 8.0 22.9 99 
 
RocFall 4638 30856 0.1 1.2 5.7 14.9 100 
 




    
 4 CRSP 11789 51493 0.7 5.2 7.1 22.5 60 
 
RocFall 4398 63814 0.4 4.7 4.7 23.5 26 
 




    
 5 CRSP 2732 4302 0.1 0.2 4.2 5.6 2 
 
RocFall 2671 2848 0.0 0.0 3.7 3.8 2 
 




    
 6 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 














Table F-3.  Cross-section B-B’ results for 40 percent bench loss at bench 6 with rock fall 











Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 10890 21346 0.3 1.3 9.3 13.2 99 
 
RocFall 7765 10559 0.0 0.0 8.2 9.3 100 
 




    
 2 CRSP 17367 58620 1.1 8.2 10.5 23.7 99 
 
RocFall 6690 17589 0.6 0.7 7.0 10.3 100 
 




    
 3 CRSP 11256 51979 0.7 10.2 7.5 22.9 79 
 
RocFall 13091 56416 0.6 4.6 9.0 23.3 99 
 




    
 4 CRSP 5780 50603 0.1 0.9 6.1 22.5 79 
 
RocFall 6428 66779 0.1 2.4 4.8 24.5 99 
 




    
 5 CRSP 17451 58825 1.4 13.2 10.9 24.0 79 
 
RocFall 5006 75568 0.4 2.4 5.0 24.8 99 
 




    
 6 CRSP 1608 3247 0.0 0.3 3.3 4.8 24 
 
RocFall 1574 4787 0.0 0.0 2.8 5.7 12 
 




    
 7 CRSP 842 842 0.1 0.1 2.4 2.4 1 
 
RocFall 412 412 0 0 1 1 1 
 




    
 8 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 










Table F-4. Cross-section B-B’ results for original Triple 15 meter bench width design starting at 











Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 10890 21346 0.3 1.3 9.3 13.2 99 
  RocFall 7765 10559 0.0 0.0 8.2 9.3 100 




    
 2 CRSP 17367 58620 1.1 8.2 10.5 23.7 99 
  RocFall 6690 17589 0.6 0.7 7.0 10.3 100 




    
 3 CRSP 18796 88421 1.5 8.4 10.3 29.5 57 
  RocFall 13091 56416 0.6 4.6 9.0 23.3 99 




    
 4 CRSP 9020 63531 0.2 3.7 6.7 24.5 52 
  RocFall 6428 66779 0.1 2.4 4.8 24.5 99 




    
 5 CRSP 9493 74912 0.5 7.7 7.4 26.0 52 
  RocFall 5006 75568 0.4 2.4 5.0 24.8 99 




    
 6 CRSP 1167 1803 0.0 0.0 2.8 3.7 5 
  RocFall 1845 2413 0.0 0.0 2.6 3.5 3 




    
 7 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 










Table F-5.  Cross-section C-C’ results for 40 percent bench loss at bench 5 with rock fall 





(m) Velocity (m/s) 
Rocks 
Passing 
Data Point Bench 
 
Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 26463 35394 11.7 13.3 14.8 17.9 99 
  RocFall 25881 32872 1.8 4.8 15.1 16.7 98 




    
 2 CRSP 31166 62377 1.4 7.0 15.6 24.4 99 
  RocFall 10677 29879 0.1 0.7 8.7 15.0 98 




    
 3 CRSP 18171 55313 1.0 8.2 10.4 22.8 95 
  RocFall 2931 10643 0.4 0.5 4.4 8.7 98 




    
 4 CRSP 7189 36805 0.6 5.2 5.7 18.8 29 
  RocFall 1114 2891 0.0 0.0 2.4 4.6 18 




    
 5 CRSP 1091 691 0.0 0.0 2.2 2.8 4 
  RocFall 434 434 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.8 1 




    
 6 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 














Table F-6. Cross-section C-C’ results for the original Triple 15 meter bench width design 
starting at bench 5 with rock fall initiating at the top of the cross-section.  The black box 










Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 26463 35394 11.7 13.3 14.8 17.9 99 
  RocFall 25881 32872 1.8 4.8 15.1 16.7 98 




    
 2 CRSP 31166 62377 1.4 7.0 15.6 24.4 99 
  RocFall 10677 29879 0.1 0.7 8.7 15.0 98 




    
 3 CRSP 18171 55313 1.0 8.2 10.4 22.8 95 
  RocFall 2931 10643 0.4 0.5 4.4 8.7 98 




    
 4 CRSP 1066 1864 0.0 0.1 2.6 3.7 4 
  RocFall 1155 1617 0.0 0.0 2.2 2.9 2 




    
 5 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
















Table F-7.  Cross-section D-D’ results for 40 percent bench loss at bench 4 with rock fall 





(m) Velocity (m/s) 
Rocks 
Passing 
Data Point Bench 
 
Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 3781 9262 0.1 0.5 5.2 8.5 100 
  RocFall 2665 3967 0.0 0.0 4.6 5.7 100 




    
 2 CRSP 22982 64130 1.0 7.5 13.4 25.5 100 
  RocFall 13571 18781 1.3 2.8 10.8 12.4 100 




    
 3 CRSP 36698 63658 3.0 11.0 17.7 25.0 100 
  RocFall 10556 26274 0.9 1.4 9.2 14.2 100 




    
 4 CRSP 3084 43171 0.1 0.2 4.1 20.0 50 
  RocFall 1499 6281 0.0 0.0 2.6 6.7 40 




    
 5 CRSP 906 1246 0.0 0.0 2.5 3.0 3 
  RocFall 697 937 0 0 1 2 3 




    
 6 CRSP 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 















Table F-8. Cross-section D-D’ results for the original Triple 15 meter bench width design 
starting at bench 4 with rock fall initiating at the top of the cross-section.  The black box 










Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 3781 9262 0.1 0.5 5.2 8.5 100 
  RocFall 2665 3967 0.0 0.0 4.6 5.7 100 




    
 2 CRSP 22982 64130 1.0 7.5 13.4 25.5 100 
  RocFall 13571 18781 1.3 2.8 10.8 12.4 100 




    
 3 CRSP 36698 63658 3.0 11.0 17.7 25.0 100 
  RocFall 10556 26274 0.9 1.4 9.2 14.2 100 




    
 4 CRSP 2104 6599 0.1 0.3 3.6 7.0 16 
  RocFall 2377 4506 0.0 0.0 3.2 5.2 9 




    
 5 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
















Table F-9.  Cross-section E-E’ results for 40 percent bench loss at bench 4 with rock fall 





(m) Velocity (m/s) 
Rocks 
Passing 
Data Point Bench 
 
Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 2405 9375 23.5 23.9 3.9 8.4 81 
  RocFall 3773 8758 1.9 2.0 5.4 8.3 79 




    
 2 CRSP 16655 53265 1.3 7.8 9.3 23.1 12 
  RocFall 504 1302 0.0 0.0 1.4 3.0 12 




    
 3 CRSP 1859 2836 0.1 0.1 3.6 4.6 5 
  RocFall 1795 4901 0.0 0.0 3.7 6.1 12 




    
 4 CRSP 609 609 0.0 0.0 2.1 2.1 1 
  RocFall 737 1002 0.0 0.0 1.3 2.1 2 




    
 5 CRSP 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 

















Table F-10. Cross-section E-E’ results for the original Triple 15 meter bench width design 
starting at bench 4 with rock fall initiating at the top of the cross-section.  The black box 










Average Max Average Max Average Max 
1 CRSP 2405 9375 0.1 0.5 3.9 8.4 81 
  RocFall 3773 8758 1.9 2.0 5.4 8.3 79 




    
 2 CRSP 16655 53265 1.3 7.8 9.3 23.1 12 
  RocFall 504 1302 0.0 0.0 1.4 3.0 12 




    
 3 CRSP 1859 2836 0.1 0.1 3.6 4.6 5 
  RocFall 1795 4901 0.0 0.0 3.7 6.1 12 




    
 4 CRSP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
  RocFall 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 
 
 
